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1. ABOUT THE SUMMIT 

 
This report offers a summary of the events that took place at the sixth annual Botswana SADC 
Gender Protocol Summit that was held at Tlotlo Conference Centre in Gaborone from 21st – 
22nd November 2016. The summit brought together partners from local government, media 
and the Alliance partners under the categories of: Local Government COE, Emerging 
Entrepreneurship, Best Practice, Leadership, and Media. This   year’s summit was convened 
under the banner “50/50 by 2030, Empower Women, End Violence”. 

 

1.2 PROGRAMME 

The summit was two and half days long. 
 The first day consisted of the official opening ceremony which entailed speeches from 

the guest speakers, a brief overview of the SADC gender protocol by an alliance partner 
and parallel sessions for participants. The parallel sessions were divided into categories 
of Local Government COE, Emerging Entrepreneurship (Start Up) and Best Practice. 

 The second day comprised of a brief presentation on the key findings of the 2016 
barometer followed by continuation of the break-away parallel sessions from the 
previous day with additional sessions on Leadership and Media Content. 

 An award ceremony was held on the evening of the second day of the summit to 
announce the winners of the different categories. 

 Parallel meetings were held during the summit and one was held for the alliance and 
councils on the third day.  

2. DAY ONE 

 

2.1 OPENING CEREMONY 

Ms Gomolemo Rasesigo (Gender Links Country Manager) and Hon Cllr. James Kgalajwe were 
the chairs of the opening ceremony. Mr S.M Pheko from BALA was tasked with introducing 
the key guest and speakers of the morning. 
 
 KEY GUESTS  

 Hon Edwin Batshu (Minister of Nationality, Immigration and Gender Affairs) 
 Banny K.Molosiwa ( Permanent Secretary at Ministry of  Nationality, Immigration and 

Gender Affairs) 

Quick facts 

 The summit brought together 145 participants, 37 men and 108 women from local 
government institutions, media, government and civil society organisations 

 58 entries were made by 54 women and 4 men, in 10 different categories 
 17 local councils were represented, amongst them council chairs, councillors, council 

secretaries and officials. 
 The summit also hosted non-governmental organisations, representative of faith 

based organisations, representatives from the Botswana Police Stations and the 

University of Botswana media students and broadcaster organisation 

 Several media houses were present including Botswana Television, ETV, Mmegi 

Newspaper, The Voice, Daily news, Guardian, The Patriot, Radio Botswana, Gabz Fm, 

Duma FM and Ya Rona FM 
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 Ntombi Setshwaelo (Gender Links Botswana Board Member) 
 Earl Miller, U.S. Ambassador to the Republic of Botswana 
 Kgosi Mosadi Seboko (Kgosikgolo of the Balete people) 
 Oliver Richards(Deputy British High Commissioner) 
 Moses Keetile (UNFPA Programme Specialist) 
 Mmachakga M.Moruakgomo ( Chairman of Botswana Association of Local Authorities) 

 Seamogano Mosanako, University of Botswana Lecturer, Media Studies Department) 
 Oesi Thothe ( Ministry of Finance and Economic Development) 
 Chigedze Chinyepi (Alliance Partner) 

 
 
 

Welcome Remarks by Ntombi Setshwaelo 
 
Ms Setshwaelo began her remarks by expressing gratitude to everyone in attendance 
especially the participants   of the competition for putting in time and effort to prepare for the 
competition. She expressed that the dedication exhibited by the participants makes all of them 
winners, regardless of what the outcome will be at the end of the two days. She proceeded 
to express that when the new ministry was introduced, that is the Ministry of Nationality, 
Immigration and Gender Affairs, she was delighted to know that Hon Batshu would head it up 
because he has worked with the gender movement before and is very involved and 
understands gender issues.  
 
Ms Setshwaelo averred that knowing this about his character was comforting, because she 
was assured that though he has a tight schedule his door would always be open to lend an 
ear to gender issues. Ms Setshwaelo continued that efforts to push the gender agenda forward 
in Botswana have been made and continue to be made. She expressed that though Botswana 
is not ideally, where she hoped it would be, the Ministry’s assistance is acknowledged and 
appreciated. In closing, Ms Setshwaelo expressed her hopes to see the signing of the protocol 
within what little is left of her lifetime. 
 
Statement by Alliance Partner,Chigedze Chinyepi 
 
For her part, she explained that the SADC Gender Protocol Alliance partner in Botswana is 
BOCONGO and that she and Ms Peggy Ramaphane were the representatives of the Alliance 
in Botswana. She too expressed her gratitude that Mr Batshu, a familiar face to the gender 
movement, is the minister of the new Ministry of Nationality, Immigration and Gender Affairs. 
She averred that she would however prefer the ministry to have been named the Ministry of 
Gender Affairs, Immigration and Nationality in that order. Ms Chinyepi in gratitude to the 
government further expressed her gladness that one of the new specially elected members of 
parliament is a young woman and said this is a welcomed step in the right direction. 
 
In introducing the Alliance she explained that it is a network of organisations in the 15 SADC 
member countries and in Botswana is represented by BOCONGO, which is a network of NGO’s 
in Botswana. The Alliance was formed in 2005 to advocate for the review of the SADC 
Declaration of 1997, which sought 30 % representation of women in decision-making 
positions. She said the alliance was therefore formed to campaign for the signing of the SADC 
gender protocol which sought 50% representation of women in decision making powers 
instead of the 30% envisaged by the 1997 declaration. She informed the room that the SADC 
Gender protocol was signed by almost all the countries in 2002 except Botswana and Mauritius 
and it expired in May last year, without their signatory. She also informed the room that the 
government had listed prescriptive language and the time line of the protocol as the reasons 
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for not signing and such issues were addressed by the alliance during the review of the 
protocol last year. She told the room that  following the expiration of the 2005 protocol ,the  
updated protocol had been tabled and signed  in June 2015  once more by all other countries 
in the region  save for Botswana and Mauritius. She expressed in closing that she hopes the 
new Ministry will be the turn of a new leaf by the government of Botswana. 
 
Motivational speech by Sense Mokoti 
 
In her speech, Ms. Mokoti revealed that she was 
trapped in an abusive marriage for 9 years until she 
met Mrs. Ntsabane in 2013, who was at that time 
the country manager of Gender Links, who told her 
that if she did not realize her worth no one else 
would. This encouraged her to take stock of her life 
and attend entrepreneurship classes held by Gender 
Links. She went on to build a cultural village in her 
area, which won first position at last year’s national 
summit and was 1st runner up at the regional 
summit. Ms. Mokoti announced that her business/ 
cultural village will officially be open in December 
and that she has thus far arranged with five hotels 
in Kasane for her village to be included in their 
itinerary as a tourist attraction. She addressed her challenges   to the Minister and in parting 
expressed that women need to find and value their own worth and receive nothing less than 
they are worth from other people. 
 
 
Keynote Address by Honourable Minister Edwin Batshu 
 
For his part, Mr. Batshu expressed that he was honoured to officiate at this year’s local summit 
and its awards. He said that the summit affords an opportunity to reflect on the country’s 
progress towards gender equity and equality at an individual and community level and it 
facilitates the recognition the good work done by various organisations towards gender 
mainstreaming. In addition, the summit allows the gender movement to reaffirm the 
commitment to creating a gender balanced and gender based violence free environment, for 
all. It also brings together local councils, media, faith based organisations and non-
governmental organisation to showcase and exchange ideas on mainstreaming gender into 
their daily work. The summit further gives civil society and government an opportunity to 
gauge their efforts against those of other countries particularly in the SADC region and identify 
key areas for strengthening. The Minister stated that this year’s theme of 50/50 by 2030, 
empower women, end violence aims to strengthen the commitment to women’s rights and to 
build linkages between the media and local government’s work. This will therefore strengthen 
structures of local, national and regional government to international levels. He asserted that 
the government of Botswana remains committed to the promotion of gender equality and 
women’s empowerment as per SDG 5 on promoting gender equality and empowering all 
women and girls. He also asserted that though progress may be slow and careful, the 
government remains committed.  
 
He then quoted the former UN secretary general Mr Koffi Annan who said “Gender equality is 
more than a goal in itself. It is a precondition for meeting the challenge of reducing poverty, 
promoting sustainable development and building good governance.” He declared that in 
alignment with Mr Annan’s quote the government of Botswana is fully convinced  that 

Emerging Entrepreneur Sense 

Mokoti_LM_211116 
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promoting gender equality and harnessing the productive potential of women is the only 
option that can guarantee Botswana’s sustainable socio economic developments in the 21st 
century. He explained that to this end government has developed targeted support systems 
for women through policies and programs that ensure and accelerate their sustainable 
participation in socio economic developments. This was done with the aim to reverse 
imbalances created by previous policies and programs, which affected women negatively and 
limited their effective participation in the economy. 
 
He stated that there has been tremendous progress regarding the situation of women in 
Botswana in the past 5 years. In 2012 the Ministry of Labour and Home Affairs, as it was 
known then, held a Bogosi Gender Pitso to mainstream gender into the customary gender 
system. This was in recognition of the fact that for Botswana to realise gender equality and 
eliminate gender-based violence, there is need for concerted effort including active 
participation by Dikgosi who are custodians of culture. From 2012 government adopted the 
gender and development approach which gave birth to the change of the national gender 
machinery from Women’s Affairs Department to Gender Affairs Department. This was 
immediately followed by the inauguration of commemorating International Men’s Day, which 
was commemorated in Manyana village on the 18th on November. The Minister was proud to 
impart that Dikgosi have to date developed the national action plan on mainstreaming gender 
and are addressing GBV within their communities and congratulated them for that success. 
 
Minister Batshu informed the room that in August 2015 the National Policy on Gender and 
Development was adopted. He explained that to facilitate its effective implementation, the 
national gender commission was constituted and launched on the eve of Botswana’s golden 
jubilee on the 8th September 2016 and expressed his delight to see the attendance of  
chairperson and co –chair of that national commission are Kgosi Mosadi Seboko and Ms Banny 
Molosiwa in the summit. Minister Batshu exclaimed that to reinforce government’s   
commitment, gender was  made 
prominent in the newly 
established Ministry of 
Nationality, Immigration and 
Gender Affairs. He expressed his  
optimism that there shall come a 
time when the population and 
economy allow for the setup of a 
ministry that solely addresses 
gender issues, but until then the 
gender movement should  make 
do with what is available. 
 
He noted that despite the 
significant progress made by 
Botswana there is need to 
develop strategies to close identified gaps, this includes concluding the GBV referral system, 
which is currently at pilot phase in the Maun- Chobe area and the Mochudi- Artesia area, with 
the support of UNFPA and USAID. He noted further that a comprehensive national study on 
GBV is needed and that Botswana as a SADC member is required to uphold the regions 
priorities including for gender and development. He shared that as the 2015/2016 SADC chair 
for the gender sector he was assigned the  responsibility of presenting the SADC Sponsored 
Resolution on Women , the girl child, HIV/AIDS to the UN’s 60th Commission on  the Status of 
Women and the negotiations were a success, resulting in the adoption of the resolution by 
consensus. He informed the room that SADC secretariat will be conducting a meeting from 
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the 12th -14th December 2016 to develop an action plan for the implementation of the 
resolution. He intimated his belief that the resolution will go a long way in relieving the region 
of the HIV/AIDS pandemic.  The minster then acknowledged the hard work of the alliance in 
reviewing the protocol and coming up with an updated document that addressed some of the 
concerns Botswana had raised and then averred that the updated protocol will soon be before 
cabinet and a decision will be reached on it. 
 
In closing Mr Batshu proclaimed that government alone cannot attain the success without 
active participation of civil society and development partners and it is therefore paramount to 
acknowledge and celebrate their contribution in the development of communities and the 
country as a whole. 
 
Statement by M. Moruakgomo, President of BALA 
 
Mr. Moruakgomo expressed his gratitude that Gender Links approached the Botswana 
Association of Local Authorities about a partnership in 2012 as it gave them an opportunity to 
get involved in this very important movement of gender mainstreaming. He articulated the 
importance of local government to be involved in gender mainstreaming as the local 
government is the branch of government closest to the people .He explained that 
institutionalizing gender equality therefore, sets an example that the rest of community can 
follow. He averred that Local government is attempting to increase the number of females in 
its administration to close the gender dividend.  
 
Mr. Moruakgomo then shared an anecdote about his visit to Rwanda after the genocide where 
he found that in many villages the male population had been decimated and females far 
outweighed males. It was then that he realized what women could do if afforded the 
opportunity as the women leading; Rwanda made great strides in moving on after the 
genocide. He holds Rwanda as an example to be followed and as such is in full support of the 
gender movement. In closing Mr. Moruakgomo urged everyone to continue, advancing the 
gender agenda notwithstanding that Botswana is not a signatory to the Protocol, because in 
his view implementation is more important than an appended signature. He advised that 
everyone do what he or she can to promote and contribute towards gender equality and 
eventually the goal will be  reached. 
 
Statement by Dr Seamogano – University of Botswana; Media Studies 
 
Dr. Mosanako discussed the “role of gender education in tertiary institutions”. She expressed 
that regardless of the development approach by any country, there is a general consensus 
that education is a priority area and worth the investment of resources.. She exclaimed that 
it is in this regard that education is a priority area and requires investment of resources.  
Without going into much detail about the benefits of education Dr Mosanako gave herself as 
an example of the benefits and product of education and exclaimed that it was undeniable 
that education can contribute to the social and economic participation of the citizenry and 
therefore its benefits should be acquired equally across the gender sphere. The speaker 
expressed her concern that women are lagging behind in benefitting from education,  which  
she said led her to ask her self  “what could be done in tertiary sector to enhance gender 
equity in the society?’’. She probed the room to consider and think about the importance of 
gender equality in tertiary institutions. She expressed that it was important to include gender 
education in training, as education can be utilised to address gender imbalance. Dr Mosanako 
proclaimed that gender education in tertiary institution is important in prioritising student 
support for gender related issues and so the assumption is that when students leave tertiary 
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institutions they will contribute through their professional and social life to gender equality 
issues.  
 
Dr Mosanako argued that institutions have a key role in sensitizing future graduates about the 
history of gender. She added that there were concerning statistics in the past on the female 
access to education but strides have been taken to address the matter, as more women access 
tertiary education. Now the challenge is that education institutions may be perpetrators of 
gender inequality. She gave an example that in a group of students studying production, 
during class activities, female students would prefer presenting while male students would 
prefer technical roles like operating the camera. Finally, Dr Mosanako expressed that numbers 
are no significance of gender awareness; the nation should look beyond numbers and focus 
on systematic efforts.  
 
 
Statement by Mr Moses Keetile - UNFPA 
 
Mr Keetile began by noting that the theme of the summit was appropriate and timely in 
consideration of the status quo of the global development agenda. He explained that the 
United Nation’s 2030 agenda for sustainable development goals was endorsed in 2015 as an 
unprecedented action plan for people, the planet and prosperity and aims to transform the 
world by ending poverty, fighting inequality, abuse and discrimination and addressing 
environmental destruction over the 15 years. The sustainable development goals or the 
agenda through its 17 goals and 169 targets integrates economic, social and environmental 
aspects of developments and recognises their inter-linkages. He emphasized that the inclusive 
nature of the development agenda recognises the role of women, girls, youth and adolescents 
rights and is invested towards their wellbeing thus reaffirming the commitments that were 
made in 1994 through the Program of Action and International Conference on Population and 
Development as well as the Beijing Platform for Action. Mr Keetile noted that key findings 
from the reviews of these global instruments reflect that progress has been slow and uneven 
in efforts to achieve gender equality and women’s empowerment. Major gaps remain, as 
women and girls continue to face multiple or many challenges including increasing rates of 
marginalization, intersecting forms of discrimination in the areas of social and economic 
development and violence against women and girls. 
 
The speaker shared that the 48th UN session of the Commission on Population and  
development emphasized the importance of tackling the unfinished agenda of the ICPD and 
this includes issues of gender equality. And also that, again on the occasion of the 20th 
Anniversary of the Beijing Platform for action world leaders called for an end to human rights 
violations and committed to a stronger action for progress of women and girls. Mr Keetile 
expressed undeniably, that everyone is grateful that the SDG agenda has a stand-alone goal 
aimed at achieving gender equality and empowering all women (SDG 5) . The goal represents 
a big leap compared to the minimal commitment of gender in the MGDs. He added that 
empowering women and promoting gender equality is crucial and a precondition for 
accelerating sustainable development and therefore it is critical to all areas of a healthy 
society, from reducing poverty to promoting the health education, protection and the well-
being of girls and boys. The speaker said it was important to recognise that there are gender 
implications to each of the SDGs and so the gender sector should be engaged on all of the 
SDGs not only those focusing on SDG 5.  
 
Mr Keetile remarked that the ambitions of the SDGs are not those that governments can 
achieve  alone .He said participation at all levels by all sectors of society including the civil 
society organisations, the private sector, the media and the general public at local and many 
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low levels is very critical for the success of the agenda. The speaker explained that the basic 
principle of the SDGs is  leaving no one behind which  principle , promotes the inclusion of 
everyone in the development particularly the furthest left behind and these include amongst 
others, rural women, people living with disabilities and adolescent girls. Mr Keetile expressed 
that the UN recognised the key role  of civil society in representing the needs of the 
underrepresented communities  and so the   UNFPA in collaboration with UN Women had 
recently hosted a gender and SDG’s workshop to build the capacity of gender civil society 
partners on the gender priorities , indicators and implications of the global agenda gender . 
He said the UN system in Botswana continued to support efforts at national and local levels 
to disseminate and integrate the sustainable development agenda into the national 
development processes. 
Me Keeetile commended gender links and its partners for organising the summit and said the 
UN appreciated summits as platforms for encouraging and promoting the work of local NGOs, 
local government and other partners   in promoting gender equality and empowering  women 
and girls. He added that the summits present an opportunity for locating the gender work 
within the regional and international gender agenda. In conclusion urged everyone to 
disseminate the  SDGs to all the communities they work with because  gender is not an  
agenda for government or civil society NGO’s but   an agenda for the people that should be  
implemented for the benefit of  all. 
 
 
Statement by Mrs Oesi Thothe 
 
Mrs Thothe represented the sector of the Ministry of Finance concerned with the 
implementation of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Faced with the transition from 
the MDGs to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) she found it necessary to discuss how 
the nation has fared in the MDGs.  Mrs Thothe mentioned that eight Millennium Development 
Goals were set, with a focus on 12 targets; these targets were needed to monitor the country’s 
progress towards the MDGs. Out of the 12 targets, 9 targets were achieved in Botswana, with 
3 remaining and these are: gender based violence, foreign direct investment as well as 
maternal mortality rate. She expressed that gender equality has made some notable strides, 
with the disparity of enrolment in education eliminated and the agriculture sector experiencing 
a rise in the share of women. Furthermore, access to productivity resources has improved as 
well but with reversals in parliament regarding female representation. Mrs Thothe 
acknowledged that reported gender based violence cases have increased especially defilement 
and rape cases as well as partner killings. The speaker noted   that even though the maternal 
mortality rate has seen some improvement due to improved health care,women still die from 
child birth. In her conclusion she made mention that, the SDGs are meant to address the 
shortcomings of the MDGs and hopefully a significant improvement will be registered with 
special regards to gender based violence 
 
 
Hon. Cllr Modisane gave the vote of thanks. 
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PARELLEL SESSIONS 

 

LOCAL GOVERNEMENT COE 
CHAIR: Hon. Cllr Moleta 
RAPPORTEUR: Thandiwe Majama 
JUDGES 
Mrs Valenciah Mogegeh 
Ms Changu Siwawa 
Ms Chigedze Chinyepi 
TIME ALLOCATION: 15 minutes for presentation, 5 minutes questions and comments 
 

 
GABORONE CITY COUNCIL - MERAPELO KESEGOFETSE 
 
GCC employs a total of 1861 persons.50% of these 
employees are female and women form 22% of the 13 
management staff. The council only has 8 women out 
of a total of 36 men. The council’s gender champion is 
Mr K. Kabasia and the gender focal person is Merapelo 
Kesogofetse. 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The council has a gender action plan 2016-2020, which 
incorporates the Post 2015 SADC Gender Protocol, 
SDGs and other targets. The progress of the action plan 
was presented to council management on the 01/11/16 
to  
 
Governance 
The council has 36 members and 22% of them are women. Only 15% of women head council 
departments and 17% chair decision-making committees in council. 17% is chaired by people 
with disabilities. Women, youth, PWDs participate in council consultations and decision-
making through -kgotla meeting, workshops/seminars, and community committees (disability 
committees, CPCs (11), WDCs (48)). 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
 The council has gender sensitive services for instance it has tailor made toilets for people 
with disability and has provided parking lot spots for people with disability. The elderly clients 
of the council are treated with outmost care and respect they need (principle of botho). There 
is also a call centre/customer care (brochures) toll free 0880600061 that clients can call on. 
 
Local Economic Development 
The council has allocated 6   market stalls to women funded under the poverty eradication 
scheme. It also has entrepreneurship finance schemes i.e. poverty eradication scheme. The 
council has furthermore collaborated with Gender Affairs Department, the Avani hotel, Local 
Economic Authority, Madirelo Training and Testing Centre. The council’s LED initiatives target 
destitute persons, unemployed persons, out of school youth and have a current enrolment 39 

Local Government COEs  Urban Council - WINNER 

 

Kesegofetse_GFP_Gaborone City 
Council_LM_221116 
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persons. Through its initiatives the council has created employment for 211 men, 151 women, 
7 youth and 1 person with disability. 
 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
Through the council’s home economics initiative, emerged a graduate who makes a living out 
of crafts such as pottery, handbags and more, made from recycled waste. The council also 
has the Green school project in partnership with CSR company, which is a youth intervention 
targeting schools. Through green school project a school project competitions will be held and 
students individual essay and quiz competitions. 
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
In response to the president’s housing appeal, an elderly destitute person was built a house 
in Old Naledi by GCC. The house was handed over to her early November 2016. Gaborone 
City Council also has a day care centre whose sole purpose is to meet the needs of young 
mothers, orphans and vulnerable children. The children are   admitted through a screening 
process and it is budgeted for annually. 
 
Ending Violence 
 For its efforts on ending violence the council disseminates information through stakeholder 
workshops/seminars. GCC has also participated BTV talk shows and radio stations to speak 
on these issues. The council targets the root cause of violence to reduce dependency on the 
perpetrators .To empower and support victims of violence it offers  programs such as   poverty 
eradication, youth centre (sewing), home economics projects such as bakery, sewing. More 
over council initiated Mosadi-Thari support group. 
 
Communication, Campaigns and Visibility 
GCC has a customer-care call centre, for information dissemination, overlooked by 
administration and the public relations office. There are publicly available pamphlets outlining 
the various departments of the council and their activities. GCC utilises media, radio stations 
and TV to sensitise the community. Three of the council’s disability empowerment workshops 
have been aired on the BTV news. CPCs trainings have also been aired on radio and BTV. The 
council has furthermore has also taken up the 50 minutes with the kids (video clip) UNICEF 
campaign. 
 
Gender Management System 
 The GCC gender structure includes the gender committee which is yet to be trained and 
inducted, a youth focal person, a gender champion and a gender focal person .Council 
management agreed that the committee meet on a regular basis to fast track gender work 
and reporting to management for support. 
 
Resources Allocated 
Resources to promote employment equity in 2016 amounted to total of P 43640.00 and 
resources allocated to gender responsive mainstreaming  activities  for 2016  amounted to P 
11 712 200.00 
 
Challenges 
Council is challenged by a lack of information for evidence, though work has been done. The 
gender focal person has multiple roles thus coordination and gathering information suffers. 
Moreover the committee has not been trained and so does not quite understand the gender 
concepts. Gaborone is a planning city thus some services are more centralised which then 
affects budgeting. 
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Lessons Learned and Innovation 
Proper record keeping like data disaggregation /reform reporting measures to capture gender 
work, is very vital. More over adapting gender sensitive service delivery improves the 
performance of COE work.  
 
Sustainability and Replication 
There is political will or management will on the COE. Sustainability is maintained through an 
active committee and a gender responsive budget. COE work can be cascaded to other 
councils through twinning relationships or benchmarking. 
 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: when did your council’s climate change projects begin? If they are old projects what new 
thing do they now produce, is there anything new? 
A: currently, the council no longer closely assists the woman who makes papier-mâché crafts. 
She is established enough and works independently. The council does however still invite her 
to exhibit during shows. The green school project with CSR is still on going and the evidence 
provided should have a clear outline of when the project started 
C: When presenting on projects, it is important to share when the project and what progress 
it has made since it began. This way council can also make a determination on whether their 
projects are stagnant or improving. 
 

 
MOSHUPA SUB DISTRICT COUNCIL – MOITSHEPI D. BOTLHALE 
The Moshupa Sub District Council gender champion 
is Mr Isaiah Odirile who is the Senior Assistant 
Council Secretary and the gender focal person is Ms. 
Moitshepi D. Botlhale 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
Moshupa Sub District has a gender action plan that 
incorporates the Post 2015 SADC Gender Protocol, 
SDGs and other relevant targets. It is well known and 
has a high profile champion within the council, 
council staff was also familiarised with it at council 
retreat camp held in Lobatse on the 9th-13th May 
2016. 
 
Governance 
The Moshupa sub district has only 2 female councillors amongst 11 male councillors. Women 
to however make up 65% of the council management staff of 20 people and they also make 
up 86.6 % of the VDC membership 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
The council sensitizes staff members on gender related matters during morning prayers, 
wellness activities, and the council management during sub council meetings. Retreat camps 
(2015 & 2016) are also a means through which the council sensitizes the staff. 
 
 

Local Government COEs  Rural Council - WINNER 

Dibotlhale_GFP_Moshupa_LM_221116 
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Local Economic Development 
 The council hosts mini shows and during one in July 13 women and 4 men participated and 
received awards. Women, men, PWDs and youth are afforded an equal opportunity to show 
case and to sell their products at these shows. 
 
Some of the council’s entrepreneurship finance schemes for women, men, people living with 
disability, and youth include the poverty eradication programme, PWDs grant and the youth 
grant. 209 people and 8PWDs have been funded through the poverty eradication programme 
and 103 people are awaiting funding. The LIMID has had 263 male beneficiaries and 152 
female beneficiaries while the youth fund has been expended on 294 men and only 180 
women. Beneficiaries have undertaken various projects like   Chicken and or small stock and 
borehole drilling. 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
The council has engaged in various climate change related projects to benefit women, PWD, 
and youth. These include the waste management project which has one male and one female 
beneficiary whom the council has contracted with to the sum of P 202,473.00 and P 
253,260.00 respectively. The council also   contracted with community members to collect 
waste by donkey cart. The project currently has 13 donkey cart operators collecting waste. 
The council also hires casual labours and currently has 3 female and 3 male casual labourers. 
The council through the economic disaster committee provided December 2015 hailstorm 
victims with tents. 6 men were awarded tents and   the tents and 24 were awarded to women. 
More over 9 women and 4 men at 
Dincana/Pitseng benefitted houses valued 
at P 45,000.00 each. 
 
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council has thus far provided shelter to 4 destitute men and 14 destitute women in the 
area and has expanded P 811 661.50 to do so. It has also provided 28 men and 43 women 
Turnkey houses through SSHA. There is also a poverty alleviation project that has been funded 
with P 2,500,000.00 to build housed for 15 beneficiaries; 6 adult females and 4 adults males 
and 4 female youth and 2  male youth.  
 With reference to water and sanitation, the council has engaged clearing grounds for 
reception class at Kgabophuti Primary school and assessed buildings for good sanitation. It 
has provided for treatment of termites at Bakgatla Primary school and has furthermore 
provided water tanks at Goo -Kodisa and Machana settlements. 
 
Sexual and Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS 
Contraceptives and ARV medication are accessible in clinics within the sub district. Council has 
15 clinics that service the Sub District and all offer ARV Treatment. Mobile clinics are also 
availed to settlements. The council provides food baskets to those in need. It has thus far 
given them out to 40 men and 36 women. It has also held HIV/AIDS day commemoration. 
 
Ending Violence 
Council actions towards ending violence include collaborating with stakeholders to educate 
communities, hosting workshops on child protection as was done in March 2016 and 
defilement workshops as was done in August 2016 . It has also held quarterly district child 
protection committee meetings, chaired by the District Commissioner, engage communities 
through Kgotla meetings and school talks. The council was also part of engaging the 
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community for the Vision 2036 consultations and seeks out women in the community who can 
participate in the I Stories book and entrepreneurship skills training (20 GBV survivors) 
undertaken by Gender Links Botswana. The council has once more expended P1, 000,000.00 
for street lighting. 
 
 
 
Communication, Campaigns and Visibility 
 Council hosts workshops, school talks, sub council morning prayers (Mondays and 
Wednesdays) and Kgotla meetings to discuss gender related matters. 
 
Gender Management System 
Council has gender committee consisting of its gender champion: Mr I. Odirile (Senior 
Assistant Council Secretary), the gender focal person Mrs M. Dibotlhale and the women’s 
commissioner Ms S. Dikgola. 
 
Resources Allocated  
There is a gender specific budget to the amount of P 28 100.00 for the financial year 
2016/2017. 
 
Challenges  
One of the council’s challenge is that when staff that is part of gender committee is transferred 
it affects the functionality of the committee. Also, gender focal persons are tasked with other 
departmental duties which affects their gender related efforts. The gender committee posits 
that the challenges can be overcome by the creation of a gender committee where all 
departments are represented and men are involved too. 
 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
The council has learnt that continuous involvement of all stakeholder and council leadership 
in creating awareness helped in ownership. Further, that gender work needs to be 
incorporated in the council strategic plan, this is still at draft phase and has been suggested 
at management meetings. 
 
Sustainability and Replication 
For sustainability of gender related activities and mainstreaming there needs to be thriving of 
gender committees and active women commissioners. Ownership by CEOs and creating 
awareness is also crucial. To cascade the gender agenda there needs to be council partnership 
and   twinning. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Is the number of women in the council deliberate? Does the council have a quota? 
A: It was not a deliberate move; the councillors were elected into office. 
Q: Do you have an established database to monitor the progress of your activities 
Q: How do you juggle your role as a social worker and the gender focal person? 
A: My PDP includes my work as a gender focal person and so I invest my time in both my 
roles and treat them equally as important. 
 
LOBATSE TOWN COUNCIL - WAME MMOLAWA 
 
The Lobatse Town Council Gender champion is Mr Oganne Gontse who is the Deputy Town 
Clerk and its gender focal person is Ms Snowball Ditlhamallo .The council employs 722 persons 
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and 53.2% of the staff is female. Of the 722 employees, only 13 persons form part of 
management as honourable councillors and of the 13 only 4 are females. 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The council has an action plan that incorporates the Post 2015 SADC Gender Protocol, the 
SDG’s and other relevant targets. It is well known in the council and progress on activities is 
reported in monthly management meetings and at full council meetings. 
 
Governance 
Women constitute 53.2% of the total council staff .Some of the positions they  occupy include 
Town Mayor, Town Clerk; Chairperson of Finance and Works committee; Mechanical engineer; 
Budget Officer; Principal Technical Officer; Youth Focal Person and Gender focal Person. 
Women chair some of the committee and youth form part of adjudication committee when 
Youth Development Fund proposals are considered. 
 
Workplace Policy and Practice 
The town council’s workspace is highly gender sensitive. The council has held a Managers’ 
Sensitization Workshop for senior management, where gender mainstreaming, COE process 
were discussed and even gender links personnel were invited to make presentations. The 
council’s records are sex-disaggregated data and it focuses on women (in terms of resources 
and initiatives) in economic empowerment projects. 
 
Local Economic Development (LED) 
 A percentage of the market stalls managed by the council are allocated to women, men, and 
people living with disabilities and youth on an equal opportunity basis. Currently 56.6% of the 
market stalls have been allocated to women and 37.7% to youth. There are also 
entrepreneurship finance schemes, like the Youth Development Fund and Economic 
Empowerment (Poverty Eradication scheme), that are linked to council that benefit women, 
men, people living with disability, and youth.  The council has also made arrangements with 
external sources of finance to promote access to finance for local entrepreneurs, especially 
women, PWD and the youth. Thus far, the council has expended 60.9% of its LED resources 
to women and 2.81% to PWDs. 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
Women, PWD, and youth are equally involved in projects that prevent climate change such 
as waste management, sustainable energy and recycling and they benefit from economic 
opportunities arising from this. The council held recycling competitions where individuals show 
case goods made from recycled material. More women partook than men and so there were 
10 female winners and only 4 male winners.  
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council holds sex disaggregated data of land allocations for council and community 
beneficiaries. In terms of land allocation, 19 women against 21 men were allocated land while 
200 women compared to 170 men were allocated houses. 
 
Ending Violence 
The council has taken key actions towards prevention, public awareness, response and 
coordination, support and empowerment toward ending violence. These actions include 
budgeting for gender committee activities, hosting Pitso ya Bomme and Pitso ya Borre, and 
engaging in Kgotla meetings on gender and Law and economic empowerment programs . The 
council held International Men’s Day commemorations and a Leadership walk. Church 
Leadership and Managers’ Sensitization workshop have also been held. Lobatse Town Council 
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annually partakes in the SADC Gender Summits, liaises with Botswana Police and hosts 
workshops to raise awareness on services available for victims. Furthermore the women’s 
commissioner has been tasked with creating a resource centre for GBV victims and other 
interested individuals (books, counselling).More efforts include liaising  with youth focal person 
to secure budget for  a Gender-related Youth Event, the Mayor’s Roadmap and holding Clean-
up campaigns. 
 
Communications, Campaigns and Visibility 
The council engages in Kgotla meetings to advance its efforts and has even produced a 
pamphlet on LTC Gender Committee’s mandate. More over the Lobatse District Gender 
Committee has   Facebook page for engaging with the public and the council has also enjoyed 
media coverage of some of their partnerships. 
 
Gender Management System 
The council’s gender management system includes the gender coordinator, gender focal 
person and the departmental gender focal persons. The departmental gender focal Persons 
advocate for mainstreaming of gender in departments and their gender work is included in 
their personal development plan (PDP) for assessment.  The council gender focal person is 
responsible for coordinating the annual gender activity plan and gender work is also included 
in their personal development plan. The Gender coordinator oversees the focal persons and 
then reports on the work done by the gender committee. 
 
Monitoring & Evaluation 
Meetings are held at council management to track progress and make relevant decisions and 
are also held with LTC Gender Committee to track progress and evaluate performance. 
Moreover Committee members’ performances are reviewed against the gender activity plan, 
to monitor progress. 
 
 Resource allocation 
The council has a budget for the gender agenda. Resources allocated for the processes around 
gender mainstreaming for 2016 amounted to P180, 240.00 and for 2017 will be increased to 
P250, 000.00 .Resources to promote employment equity for 2016 amounted to P 4,203,367.81 
and will remain the same. Resources allocated to gender specific programming for 2016 
amounted to P 1,330,644.00 and will remain the same for 2017. Resources allocated to gender 
responsive mainstream activities for 2016 were the sum of P180, 240 and for 2017 will be 
P250, 000. All the 2016 allocation add up to a sum of P 5,714,251.81. 
 
Challenges  
One of the challenges the council faces is that some managers have not fully bought into the 
gender-mainstreaming concept and some departments are behind in capturing data in sex-
disaggregated format. In attempt to tackle this issue, the council hosted a Managers’ 
sensitization workshop. Another challenge has been that some community members are still 
reluctant to report gender-based violence and have difficulty grasping gender equality concept 
thus the council holds kgotla meetings on gender mainstreaming to resolve this problem. It 
has also increased partnership with Botswana Police and has a functional referral system in 
place. 
 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
A crucial lesson has been that it is important to include managers, for better mainstreaming. 
Moreover, partnerships with stakeholders are essential and so is bench marking. Also for 
effective mainstreaming, there should be community participation and involvement. 
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Application of lessons: The council has held workshops e.g. Managers’ Sensitization workshop, 
has collaborated with stakeholders in Lobatse District Gender committee and has held Kgotla 
meetings. 
 
Sustainability and Replication 
To sustain its efforts the council will conduct sensitisation and refresher workshops for new 
and existing departmental gender focal persons respectively. Gender and social development 
will be included in the Lobatse Town Council Urban Development Plan 2015/16 and the Annual 
Activity Plan and Gender Action Plan will be implemented. The council will secure funds for 
gender under the recurrent budget 2016/17 and beyond. It will also mainstream gender into 
programs like the poverty eradication/alleviation program and economic empowerment 
program. Its gender agenda efforts will moreover be sustained through the existence of 
gender advocates in political and administrative wings (women commissioner and gender 
champion respectively). 
 
Lobatse Town Council plans to cascade its COE work to other councils by maximising on 
benchmarking opportunities and through Gender Links, BALA and council partnerships. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments  
Q. The presentation did not deal with efforts relating to HIV/AIDS or SRH, why is that? Does 
the council not have initiatives related to that? 
A. It was a deliberate move to exclude anything in HIV /AIDS because Health programs are 
the mandate of the Ministry of Health and are no longer under local government. 
Q. Is the resource centre the women’s commissioner is responsible for, up and running and 
if so, what has it done thus far? 
A. The centre does not exist yet but the goal is to have one that operates to assist GBV 
victims/ survivors with counselling services and whatever else they may require. 
 
GOODHOPE SUB DISTRICT COUNCIL -LORATO ODIRILE MMIPI 
 
The council has a total stuff of 374 persons and women form 59% of that total. Women 
however only constitute 36 % of persons in management positions in the council and one 
them is Hon. Cllr Lucky Kgengwenyane, who is the council’s gender champion. The council’s 
gender focal person is   Ms Lorato Odirile Mmipi. 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The gender committee has developed a gender action plan that is yet to be presented to the 
CEO. The council has no gender policy. 
 
Governance 
Women only constitute 25% of Goodhope’s full council, which is a total of four women 
amongst 12 men. One is the chairperson of the sub council and the other three chair different 
committees, that is, Education and Health (Hon. Pandor, Hon. Mokube), Audit (Hon.Mosidila). 
Women, youth, and PWDs participate in council consultations and decision-making through 
kgotla meetings. Kgotla meetings afford the community and its leaders an opportunity to 
engage in political and administrative processes. The aforementioned groups are also engaged 
through different village committees such as VDC, PTA and CPC. 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
The Good Hope council provides gender sensitive sanitation facilities. New mothers are also 
afforded maternity leave and a feeding hour .The council furthermore allows its officers (males 
and females) to observe the cultural practices of mourning (dress code). 
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Local Economic Development 
The council does not provide market stalls but does have entrepreneurship finance schemes 
like  the poverty eradication program that benefit  women, men, people living with disability, 
and youth. In an effort to advance the program, the council has also resolved that beneficiaries 
of the poverty eradication program provide bread to local primary schools. The school uniform 
is also purchased from local textiles and some of them are poverty eradication beneficiaries. 
Thus far for the school’s second term a total of P9885.00 was paid out of LED for the supply 
of bread. This amount is expected to  have doubled by the end of the current third term since 
bread is now supplied twice a week as opposed to once a week, as was the prior  practice. 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
In the Good Hope sub district women, PWD, and youth are equally involved in projects like 
waste management, sustainable energy and recycling and benefit from the economic 
opportunities arising from this. There are groups and individuals who are involved in recycling 
paper to make papier-mâché vases and bowls, which they sell.  These individuals exhibit at 
mini shows organised by S&CD under the recycling category and in fairs organised by the 
environmental affairs department. 
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council does not have statistics of land allocation since it does not allocate land. It also 
does not have committees solely responsible for water and sanitation but does have some 
water and sanitation initiatives. It provides water tanks to destitute houses and constructs pit 
latrines for needy families .The selection of beneficiaries is done based on socio-economic 
status, age and gender and women are always given priority over men. 
 
Sexual Reproductive Health and HIV/AIDS 
To promote SRHR the council staff has prayer meetings every Wednesday during which there 
are slots for public education and information sharing. DHT staff also attends these meetings. 
There are also condom distribution points around the council, e.g. in toilets, corridors for easy 
access and pamphlets are distributed freely. All members of the community in Goodhope sub 
district have equal access to treatment as clinics, health posts and mobile clinics are within 
walking distance in all villages. 
 
Ending Violence 
In its efforts to prevent violence against women the council has organised staff workshops 
where issues surrounding sexual harassment and GBV were discussed. It has also provided 
housing for needy and vulnerable families and has Ipelegeng projects. The council has 
furthermore installed streetlights. 
 
The council has also engaged in public awareness campaigns, some of which aimed to 
sensitize the community on the Children’s Act (2009) and some were workshops targeted at 
caregivers. There has furthermore been elections and training of VCPC committees. Cases of 
domestic violence and child abuse are often reported and or referred to S &CD offices where 
they are handled procedurally and the council provides counselling to victims of violence.  
Clients at the council are also referred to poverty eradication and other economic 
empowerment schemes like LIMID. 
 
Gender Management System 
The council has a gender focal person, a Gender champion and a gender committee. 
 
Challenges 
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The gender committee has very little support from management and some of the staff 
members in its efforts .There are financial constraints due to budget cuts and the 
implementation of cost saving measures.  The committee furthermore has limited resources 
especially transport and computers. 
 
In response to these challenges, the gender focal person has resolved to meet with the CEO 
to solicit support to assist in reviving the gender committee and to present the action plan. 
The gender focal person will also advocate for training of the committee, as it has not yet 
been trained. The gender focal person should be stationed at Goodhope for easy execution of 
the tasks given and to access resources. It is also recommended that gender mainstreaming 
be included in performance agreements for council staff. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
C: It is great that you have thought of solutions to the problems you have, it shows 
commitment to your agenda. 
C: Because you face a problem of limited resources and little support, you should consider 
collaborating with other councils or even organisations. Councils that are doing well should 
mentor struggling councils. 
 
 
MAUN ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY – MAIPELO GLORIA TABONA 
 
The local authority’s gender champion is Ms Sarah Mokgosi and its gender focal person is Ms 
Maipelo Gloria Tabona. 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The local authority has no gender policy that its employees ascribe to however a gender action 
plan has been developed and it is aligned to the Post 2015 SADC Gender Protocol and SDG’s. 
The action plan has not yet  been adopted within the Local Authority. The Gender Champion 
is a manager within the council. 
 
Governance 
There are 26 councillors in the administrative authority. 23 of them are men and only 3 are 
women. The council staff consists of   290 women and 249 men which is amounts to 539 in 
total. Women make up 40% of management staff and only 2 women are involved in non- 
traditional decision making areas i.e. Finance and Arch & Building. Women/ youth/ PWD are 
given equal opportunities to   participate in council consultations and decision-making through 
forums such as kgotla meetings and workshops. 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
The council is guided by: Post 2015 SADC Protocol on Gender and Development; National 
Development Plan; District Development Plan; Gender Action Plan (Long term and short plan); 
Council Strategic Plan; Employment Act. 
 
Local Economic Development 
Women, Men, Youth and PWDs are all given equal opportunity to apply for a market stall and 
the council allocates stalls to those who apply. The local authority is however implementing 
the preferential scheme in the allocation of tenders. No arrangement has been made with 
external sources of finance to promote access to finance for local entrepreneurs and so clients 
seek their own funds with no influence from the local authority. 
In the month of October 107 women were awarded hawkers licences while 26 men were 
awarded the same. 42 women were awarded street vendor licences while only 18 men were 
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awarded the same. The local authority has reserved 15% of LED for the empowerment of 
women and other disadvantaged groups. 
 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
 The local authority hosted an Environmental Health awareness campaign aimed at educating 
the community, encouraging a cleaner Maun Administrative Authority. The council has also 
engaged companies to embark on green business and one such company is FANMOJ, which 
is involved in waste removal & recycling paper, cardboard and plastic. 
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council does not allocate land however it facilitates the allocation of land to eligible 
beneficiaries It is responsible for building  SHHA houses and home improvement for those 
who qualify. There are currently  3 males and 7 females in the home Improvement waiting 
list  and  150 males and 185 females in the ‘Turn Key Houses’ waiting list. The local authority 
has a SHHA committee, which comprises of 2 females and 15 males. 
 
Sexual and Reproductive Health, HIV / AIDS 
The council promotes SRH by participating in awareness campaigns that encourage the use 
of family planning methods for staff and local communities. All the clinics are accessible to 
every woman, man, PLWD & youth. There are 9 clinics that provide ART treatment and these 
are situated in areas that are accessible to local communities. 
 
Ending Violence 
Some of the key actions council has taken towards ending violence include assisting in the 
erection of streetlights along the main road. It participated in the 16 days of activism organised 
by WAR in 2015.There is a good working relationship between the police and council social 
workers as cases are referred and clients are assisted on time. The council has assisted the 
Gender Links  in its ,Ending Violence Empowering Women project, by identifying survivors of 
GBV and transporting them to attend  trainings that empower them with business and life 
skills.  
 
Communication, Campaigns and Visibility 
The local authority has held a MAA wellness day commemoration, it empowers women through 
beauty contests such as Miss RADP for young women to compete and be representatives of 
the region in the national round of Miss RADP. It also undertook an Environmental Health 
 Awareness campaign. 
 
Gender Management System 
There is a gender committee in place. The gender focal persons is a social worker and is 
familiar with issues of GBV. The local authority has a scorecard to measure the progress of 
gender mainstreaming.    
Resources Allocated 
Resources allocated for the processes around gender mainstreaming in 2016 amounted to 
P10, 000.00 but will hopefully increase to P 200,000.00. For 2016 P169, 000.00 was allocated 
to promote employment equity. 
 
Challenges 
The council has limited resources, which impedes progress on gender mainstreaming. There 
is also a lacking awareness on gender mainstreaming issues .The council also lacks 
accountability by the chief executive and no reporting structure. The unavailability of 
disaggregated data base in some sectors is also a challenge for the local authority. 
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To address these challenges the gender committee suggests the use of other programme 
budgets. It also suggests that perhaps gender work be incorporated in the Chief Executive’s 
APP.  Awareness workshops should be conducted and sectors should be encourage and 
assisted in keeping disaggregated data. 
 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
The council has learnt that it needs to enhance collaborations in order to emerge as a centre 
of excellence. It needs to develop a gender policy, improve report writing which is sex 
disaggregated and design tailor made programs (suitable) for the communities. The council 
has also realised  that it needs to intensify educational campaigns within the local authority 
and that it is essential to have  funding and resources  for gender mainstreaming to facilitate 
the  easy execution of activities. 
 
 
Sustainability and Replication 
Sustainability can be achieved through persistence, commitment, accountability by all relevant 
stakeholders and through bench- marking well performing councils.  Also incorporating COE 
objectives in the overall strategic plan of the council l and conducting trainings and workshops 
for staff involvement could facilitate sustainability. Successfully cascading the councils efforts 
will require the involvement of all stakeholders within the Sub District and sharing of 
experiences. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Why is the council unbiased in the allocation of stalls? 
A: Often times people associate gender with women which is a misconception and what the 
council wants is afford every the same opportunity. It’s true the council is unbiased in the 
allocation of stalls that is because it cannot help it if, for instance less women apply for stalls. 
So as stated before it allocates stall to people who apply and are genuinely interested in 
entrepreneurship. 
C: Councils should only present results that are attributable to them, where it is obvious that 
the council has caused the result to occur. Moreover when asserting that you have caused or 
influenced a certain result, demonstrate how you have done so and quantify where need be? 
 
OKAVANGO SUB DISTRIT COUNCIL – TSHEPANG.K.SENWELO 
 
The council’s gender champion is Mrs Pedzani Selwana-Mahama and the gender focal person 
is Ms Tshepang Senwelo. There is no female representation within Okavango’s full council as 
all 17 councillors men. 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The council has a gender action plan that incorporates the SADC gender protocol and the 
country’s vision 2036. The action plan is known at management level and has a high profile 
champion within the council that is the assistant council secretary, Mrs Pedza. 
 
Governance 
49% of the council staff 457 people are women and 97% of these women are the operational 
staff of the council. Women also form 45% of the management stuff of 20 people. Although 
the full council is entirely male, women and youth are represented in the management 
meetings through the assistant council secretary being a woman. 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
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The council is still at early beginner stages and so majority of the employees have not yet 
been sensitized on gender mainstreaming. 
 
Local Economic Development 
Currently   33% of the market stalls the council manages have been allocated to women. Men 
have also been allocated 33% of the same stalls while the youth have been allocated 50% of 
the stalls. There are currently no market stalls allocated to PWDs. The council has 
entrepreneurship finance schemes like the poverty eradication grant and has a financial 
partnership with the American Embassy for the Mantumwaya group of people living with 
disabilities. Women, PWDs and youth all have access to LED opportunities in fact 6 of the 
beneficiaries supply bread to primary schools and 2 young women who provide hairdressing 
services to RADS hostels. 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
Both men and women are involved in waste management projects. The council has a donkey 
cart waste collection project. 
 
Ending Violence 
In its efforts towards ending violence the council has erected streetlights. It holds kgotla 
meetings to address the community on issues of gender and gender based violence .The 
council also does bush clearing.  
To raise public awareness the council has also undertaken the UN’s campaign on 60 minutes 
with children. It has also held commemorations for the Day of the African Child. Additional 
efforts to end violence include referring victims of GBV to the police and other institutions like 
shelters .The council furthermore provides psychosocial support to survivors and provides 
trainings and financing for projects. 
 
Gender Management System 
The council has a gender committee that meets every Wednesday. There is a gender focal 
person who presents to the sub-committee management every month. 
 
Resources Allocated 
Resources allocated for the processes around gender mainstreaming in 2016 amounted to                  
P 10,917.00 and will hopefully increase to P 18,195.00 in 2017. Resource allocation for 
promoting employment equity in 2016 totalled P7, 278.00. P 1,208, 980.00 was allocated in 
2016 for gender specific programming and P1, 352, 500.00 for gender responsive mainstream 
activities. 
 
Challenges 
The major setbacks within the council include lack of commitment by the leadership, difficulty 
in making time after hours to work on projects, since gender focal persons have multiple roles. 
Resources are also an issue as there are insufficient vehicles to visit project areas, interact 
with survivors, and address kgotla meetings there. There is also lacking female representation 
in the political wing. 
 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
The council has realised that local governance reporting is inadequate because most reports 
are not sex disaggregated therefore the impact is general. Reports therefore to be sex and 
age disaggregated 
 
Sustainability and Replication 
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For sustainability COE objectives need to be incorporated into the overall strategic plan of the 
council. There should be a permanent post solely to coordinate, monitor and evaluate 
mainstreaming.  Bench marking from other districts should be carried out and the council 
should strive and seek out best practices by collaborating and networking. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: What climate change projects does the council have? 
A: The council has not embarked on many climate change activities and currently has the 
donkey cart waste collection project only.  
Q: What initiatives has the council developed to promote SRHR and address HIV/AIDS? 
A: The category on SRHR initiatives was deliberately left out because I believed that it was 
more of MOH’s mandate, which has been separated from local government. 
C: The fact that the council is made up entirely of men should alarm everyone in the room 
and demonstrates that more work needs to be done in the region to advance women.  
C: Councils shouldn’t avoid addressing SRHR, HIV/AIDS in their presentations and also back 
at their respective communities because these are intrinsically linked to GBV issues. One 
cannot divorce SRHR and HIV/AIDS from, for instance sexual violence. 
 
SOUTH EAST DISTICT COUNCIL 
The council’s gender champion is Mr Noge and the gender focal person is Ms Galaletsang 
Tlalanyane 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The council has no gender policy but has a gender action plan in place that is known by council 
staff and supported by the council chairperson. 
 
Governance 
The council has 8 female councillors amongst 17 male councillors plus   women make up only 
27% of the council management. Women also make up 37% of the overall staff of 943. Most 
women occupy middle management positions as sub-council chairperson (1), managers (4) 
and chairpersons of different council committees (6). 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
The council has a gender action plan in place as a guiding policy and a gender committee to 
execute the gender agenda. Council reports hold sex disaggregated data and the council 
incorporates gender issues in its mandate. 
 
Local Economic Development 
The council holds market days every month in different open spaces where 50% of the stands 
reserved for women. There are two bakery projects that supply primary schools with bread 
and sewing groups that council buys school uniforms from for orphans and needy children. 
Council also engages catering groups for workshops. Council’s entrepreneurship finance 
schemes include the poverty eradication grants and a grant offered to communities for 
community projects. This year the council financed the South East Sports Association for 
People Living with Disability, with funds to purchase poultry farming equipment. Council 
sought the assistance of the European Union to finance Mogobane integrated farming for the 
disabled and DEBSWANA to finance Otse Letsekela project. 
 
The council economic opportunities are open to everyone however, 70% of the LED projects 
have been sought out and accessed by women. Furthermore, 5% of tenders are reserved 
specifically for women, youth and PWDS. 
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Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
The council is involved in tree planting days spearheaded by the Department of Agriculture. 
There is a disaster committee, through which the council assists victims of natural disasters 
with food rations, tents for temporary shelter.  
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council does not allocate land but has facilitated land allocation for 2 men and 7 women. 
It does not have water and sanitation committees but does have a waste project through 
waste cages created within the council premises. 
 
Sexual and Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS 
The council promotes SRHR through one on one campaigns, condom distribution campaigns, 
weekly health talks and wellness days. The district has the health facilities that are open to 
everyone regardless of their gender or status. There is a special clinic in Ramotswa that is 
youth friendly, called Emmanuel counselling centre. 
 
Ending Violence 
Council’s actions towards ending violence include public education through kgotla meetings, 
workshops and wellness days. It has held commemorations for the 16 Days of Activism against 
Gender-Based Violence Campaign and commemorations for June 16, Day of the Africa Child. 
The gender committee engages council staff on GBV issues during council meetings. 
 
The district has a development committee, which includes the police .This committee   is 
responsible for dealing with violence issues. The council offers counselling services for victims 
and perpetrators of violence and engages victims in projects to empower them. 
 
Gender Management System 
The council has a BALA committee, which the gender committee reports to report its activities 
to the full council. Council also has a gender focal person who consults with the public through 
kgotla meeting and workshops. 
 
Resources Allocated 
For the year 2016 the council allocated P 48,000.00 for 16 days of activism against GBV and 
PEP: P1159803 was expended through the poverty eradication programme. Resources 
allocated to gender responsive mainstream activities in 2016 amounted to sum of P3, 305.00. 
 
Challenges 
There is a lack of specific votes for gender activities, which hampers the execution of some of 
the gender activities. The council also conducts many activities that require attendance and 
so it affects gender committee’s ability to do justice to gender issues as intended. To deal 
with this the committee has resolved to advocate for the inclusion of the gender committees 
meetings in the council schedule of meetings for the next financial year. This will help curb 
other employees from tempering with its sitting.  
 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
Gender is not a one-man issue but an issue that calls for involvement of all thus the council 
has formed a committee comprising of different departments and all genders. 
 
Sustainability and Replication 
COE work can be sustained through regular monitoring and evaluation of the implemented 
programmes and projects and through continuous progress reporting to management. The 
CEO work can be cascaded to other councils through participating in forums that facilitate 
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information sharing, like the SADC Protocol summits and through collaboration with other 
councils. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Elaborate on how youth and women influence decisions in your council 
A: The gender committee has women and youth representation and therefore in that manner 
they influence activities to be carried out and what is forwarded by the committee to 
management for consideration. 
Q: Elaborate on the 5% relating to tenders 
A: 5% of the tenders by council are reserved for women, youth and PWDs, to compete within 
themselves as a group. 
 
MABUTSANE SUB-DISTRICT COUNCIL- THATAYOTLHE PHIRI  
The council does not have a gender champion but Ms Thatayotlhe Phiri is the council’s gender 
focal person. 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
 
Governance 
Mabutsane sub-district has 2 female councillors amongst 6 male councillors. There are 147 
women in the council’s overall staff of 280 employees. Women also make up 59% of the 
management staff of 27 and there are 6 youth in the management staff. Women head both 
the electrical and the commercial department. 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
The council offers maternity leave to pregnant women and feeding hour for female employees 
who are lactating mothers. The council also runs a pre-school. 
  
 
Local Economic Development 
There are market places in each village under the sub district which are accessible to both 
men and women. The council also has entrepreneurship finance schemes that the community 
can benefit from. One woman was an Ipelegeng tender valued at P 300,000.00 and 10 youth 
were awarded tenders worth the sum of P 398,788.00.There is also a 10% quota reserved for 
the empowerment of women and other disadvantaged groups. The council moreover solicited 
3 women to cook for children at a retreat camp hosted for orphans and paid them P2400.00 
each. 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
There are two women funded through the poverty eradication programme, to make crafts out 
of recycled material. These women were funded with P15, 000.00 each. The council also has 
a disaster committee trained to assist during the rainy season. 
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council does not allocate land but it does provide housing for male and female destitute 
persons. It also has a water and sanitation committee. 
  
Sexual and Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS 
In its efforts towards SRHR promotion and HIV/AIDS awareness, this year the council will host 
AIDS Awareness Day commemorations in Maokane village in December. The council also 
regularly engaged the community on the subject matter through Kgotla meetings.  
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Ending Violence 
There are streetlights in the Sekgoma and Mabutsane villages to prevent GBV instances like 
rape and once more, the community is engaged through Kgotla meetings. 
 
Gender Management System 
The council has a women’s commissioner and the gender focal person who all form part of 
the gender committee. 
Resource Allocation 
The council expended P20, 000.00 towards commemorations for the International Day of 
Persons with Disabilities and another P20, 000.00 on commemorations for the Day of the 
African Child. 
Challenges  
Multiple roles by the gender focal person make it difficult to concentrate solely on gender 
activities. There is also lacking commitment towards gender mainstreaming by other members 
of the gender committee. 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
It is important for the gender committee and management to work together to ensure that 
gender mainstreaming is carried out smoothly. 
Sustainability and Replication 
COE work can be sustained through the provision of funds solely for gender activities support 
form management and through benchmarking other more established councils. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Elaborate your point on your water and sanitation committee. How many people are in it 
and what does it do? 
Q: Is the maternity leave specifically provided by the council or by the clinic, is it unique to 
the council?  
A: The maternity leave the presentation alluded to, is the regular maternity leave provided to 
all pregnant government female employees. 
C: Presenters should refer only to programs that the council provides and those that are 
unique to them. The question on workplace policies wants council to state what practice they 
have developed to specifically address/ include gender issues.  
CITY OF FRANCISTOWN COUNCIL (COFC) - GERALD MAHUMBA 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The city council has recently developed its first Gender Action Plan in line with the Post 2015 
SADC Gender Protocol, SDGs and the National Gender Policy. It is due for presentation at the 
next Full council. The council’s gender champion Hon. Councillor Badubi Lekang is a calm and 
passionate gender activist 
Governance 
The  percentage of women’s representation in the city of Francistown council is still very low 
.It currently  stands 24% out of a total of  25 persons and the Action Plan  is expected to 
bridge the gap. Men and women are accorded the same opportunity to occupy influential 
positions   and currently women hold the positions of city mayor, committee chairperson and 
heads of departments which is about 33.3 %of management positions out of a total of 18.   
The ward development committees and Kgosi form the fundamental base for community 
participation in council consultations and decision-making. Women make up about 72 % of 
the WDC from a total of 25 persons. 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
The COFC continue to sensitise its employees about the gender agenda and socials services 
legislations, in fact it recently held its first Anti-GBV panel discussion for 150 of its employees. 
Ending Violence 
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 The council hosts quarterly panel discussions on GBV. The staff is also addressed on such 
issues at their departmental since departmental gender focal person are always given slots to 
present the gender agenda during general staff meetings. The council management is 
supportive of the gender agenda and gender mainstreaming in the workplace. 
 
Local Economic Development 
There council’s entrepreneurship finance scheme is the poverty eradication programme, which 
has 513 beneficiaries thus far. From this number 446 are women.45 women were deliberately 
awarded a tender to supply bread to all primary schools.    
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council recently hosted an orphan’s caregivers’ workshop to capacitate them on positive 
parenting. 
Communication, Campaigns and Visibility 
The council has held a workshop for employees on gender related issues, and others for the 
community and embarked on a cancer awareness campaign. 
Gender Management System 
The council has a gender committee, which comprises of the gender champion, women’s 
commissioner and gender focal persons. The committee was trained on advancing gender 
mainstreaming and meets on a monthly basis. It regularly provides updates to the DTC 
(Human Resources and Administration). The committee also collaborates with gender affairs 
and the other NGOs and   some its efforts have been highlighted by the Daily newspaper 
which can be accessed on the links provided- http://www.dailynews.gov.bw/news-
details.php?nid=29707 
http://knowledgebylanes.co.za/botswana-committee-to-spearhead-gender-mainstreaming/ 
Resources Allocated 
The Francistown council has no budget specifically set aside for gender activities but it is not 
because the council management does not support the committee  but is due to the fact that 
the committee is yet to forward its budgetary needs to management. 
 Lessons Learned and Innovation 
 The council has learnt that teamwork, collaboration and networking are important in pushing 
the gender agenda. Furthermore, that it is crucial to lobby key stakeholders. 
Sustainability and Replication 
 To sustain any efforts towards gender mainstreaming full time officers should be appointed 
and there should be a budget solely for gender activities. Gender Links should also review the 
application format for the SADC Gender Protocol Summit and make it more applicable to BW 
situation. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: What are the council’s efforts towards climate change? 
A: The council has a recycling project through which it promotes recycling 
C: The council’s work place capacity building is an impressive and commendable effort 
especially since Francistown is the only council thus far that has demonstrated in-house 
capacity building. A lot of councils have concentrated a lot on hosting functions to 
accommodate the public but have neglected to do something specifically for their employees. 

 
 

 
 

http://www.dailynews.gov.bw/news-details.php?nid=29707
http://www.dailynews.gov.bw/news-details.php?nid=29707
http://knowledgebylanes.co.za/botswana-committee-to-spearhead-gender-mainstreaming/
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BEST PRACTICE  
 
CHAIR OF THE SESSION: Hon. Cllr Modisane 
RAPPORTUER: Ms. Nompumelelo Sepopa 
JUDGES: 
Keabonye Ntsabane 
Pamela Dube Kelepang 
Moemedi Tsimanyana  
TIME ALLOCATION: 20 minutes for presentation, 10 minutes question and answer session 
 

 
LOBATSE POLICE - ONKEMETSE KWELAGOBE 
 
During compilation of statistics, the Lobatse police 
found that women were the majority of gender-based 
violence victims to a majority of male perpetrators and 
further that most of these victims were aged 30 years 
and under. This reflected that most GBV victims are 
women as well as youth. When interviews of the 
victims were conducted, the police station noted that 
the causative factors of abuse mainly included a lack of 
basic knowledge about GBV and financial dependence 
on the abuser. As a result, the Lobatse police set out 
to empower women and youth by disseminating 
information about gender-based violence, its forms, 
effects, signs and preventative measures. 
 
They also sought to educate women on the importance of financial independence and how to 
attain it. To achieve this, the station effected campaigns and outreaches in neighbourhoods, 
churches, schools, workplaces and shopping complexes. They also hosted the first ever 
women empowerment Pitso, capacity building workshops for out of school youth, facilitated 
at GBV workshops and outreaches  and led a leadership walk against GBV. The Lobatse police 
have moreover trained their officers as gender focal persons and commemorated International 
Men’s day. There is no specific budget allocated to gender affairs and so funds   for their 
gender activities were sourced through donations. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation   
Monitoring is accomplished by compiling and comparing statistics monthly and executing 
strategies to overcome noted discrepancies. Progress reports on clients are also compiled and 
should the client need further help the referral system is utilized for closer monitoring of both 
victims and perpetrators. The police public education campaigns are an on-going process. 
 
Challenges and Lessons learnt 
The lack of gender activities specific funding in the police was a challenge that was 
encountered in this project. Another challenge was that gender activities had to be done as 
sideline work because more time and personnel is expended towards fighting crime, which is 
the nature of police work. The participants of this project learnt that in order to fight against 
gender-based violence effectively it is important to work with other organisations and make 
use of the referral system as much as possible. It was discovered that males are also victims 
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of GBV but fail to report because when they do ,  their cases aren’t taken as seriously as those 
reported by women. 
 
Sustainability, Replicability and Next Steps  
Lobatse Police reckoned that sustainability can be ensured through the sharing of 
information between gender-focused organisations. Benchmarking from others, making 
positive progress in fighting against GBV is also important in moving their project forward. 
Police further pledged to focus on attempting to rehabilitate perpetrators of GBV and 
training gender focal persons. 
 
Questions and Comments from the judges 
Q: How is management engaged to ensure that gender affairs are advanced? 
A: We proposed additions to the gender-based violence standing order that it  include  a 
specific office for gender issues .A  sexual harassment policy for the police services was drawn 
up and distributed. 
Q: What was the timeframe  set for  the  objectives? 
A: There is no set timeframe as the activities are ongoing. 
Q: To what extent can the results be attributed to the interventions? 
C: One judge commented that there was a lack of sufficient evidence of sustainability and 
replicability and  also a shortage of evidence on interventions staged. 
 

 
GABORONE CITY COUNCIL - PRETTY NKOMBA NTSOSA 
 
Named Mosadi Thari Support Group, this project was kick-started after an increase in 
juvenile delinquency was traced back to an unstable, mostly single-parented home life. In 
order to resolve the problem at its root, the group set out to equip mothers with better 
parenting skills, life skills, educate them on sexual reproductive health and encourage financial 
self-reliance. They were taught about monthly savings and a motshelo was set up. Training 
workshops for life skills and meetings were held. The group did not have funding and relied 
on donations. It also piggybacked on activities already established by other 
organisations/stakeholders such as the council. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
The committee meets fortnightly for progress updates where minutes are taken, filed 
forwarded on quarterly basis to the council management. Any activity plan formulated at the 
beginning of each year,is evaluated at the end of the year to see if all proposed activities have 
been fulfilled. 
 
Challenges and Lessons learnt 
Limited resources and reliance on donations was a challenge, as was the lack of commitment 
by some members. Other challenges faced include limited social skills and limitations on level 
of education however despite level of literacy, a natural survival instinct motivated members 
of the support group to fend for their livelihoods. Their success was also attributed to the 
presence of a support system that helped them move past obstacles. 
 
Sustainability, Replicability and Next Step 
Sustainability can be ensured by continued support with material resources, skills and  
innovation to set up new  initiatives. The model has been recommended to other areas for 
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replication.  The support group plans to register officially, open a group bank account and 
forge partnerships with financial and funeral schemes. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: How do you make sure that this project does not die out with your absence or with a 
change in current leadership of the council? 
A: Other social workers in the area have been roped into the project to ensure continuity past 
the original founding member and management .More over council is aware of the project 
and what it entails. Furthermore, the project is community-based and is independent of the 
council. Any funds received from council are via mainstreaming. 
C: A comment was made that the objectives were vague and it was not clear what the project 
was attempting to address. 
A: It was  explained support group started as a response to  juvenile delinquency. Upon 
tracing the problem to its cause, it was found that these delinquents came from unstable 
homes and the social workers decided to tackle the problem at its roots. It then resolved  to 
empower the single parents and help them become economically stable and equip them with 
parenting skills that would help ease the home situations of the problematic children.  
 
Q: Why does the group not have a bank account and is still unregistered despite having been 
established in 2013? 
A: During establishment, group membership was unstable and not regular and so registration 
had to be put on hold until membership was steady and the members showed commitment 
to the group. 
 

 
CHOBE DISTRICT COUNCIL - FAITH TSHEKISO 
 
The Chobe District Council has a project named Kachikau Special Unit. It is a center for 
disabled students located within a school. The Unit aims to align gender mainstreaming with 
disability, encourage equality and integration of children living with disability and reduce 
stigma towards these pupils. The Unit is a 24/7 center for disabled students with trained 
caretakers .It provides an individualized education program as well as training in craft skills 
and sports. The council does not have gender specific budget but the unit relies on monies 
the council provides for benchmarking, training and the school curriculum. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
The council monitors the progress of the unit through bi-annual meetings, workshops and 
feedback reports. Personnel from the unit visit the parent project in Vanersborg Municipality 
,Sweden. 
 
Challenges and Lessons learnt 
Some of the challenges include, a lacking separate curriculum for children with disabilities and 
lack of space to accommodate all children in need of the centres services. In response to this 
challenge some of the pupils commute to the centre from home instead of being housed there. 
 
Sustainability, Replicability and Next step 
Since the   Special Unit is a replication and bench mark of the Vanersborg Municipality in 
Sweden, it could in the same manner be replicated further to other councils around the 
country. A 3-year extension to the original 2 years for the project has been applied for and 
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the subsequent project will focus on teaching the disabled students how to utilize the skills 
they are learning to earn a living in the future. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: Are there any children from Kachikau that have been rehabilitated? 
A: Four previous students have graduated from Kachikau and moved on to Thuso 
Rehabilitation Center. One previous student is utilizing life skills learnt from Kachikau as a 
dressmaker in Chobe. The next phase of the program will see more children graduating. 
Q: If the donors drop out of the project, do you think the project will/can continue? 
A: Sustainability is not only based on money or funding, information is also vital and we have 
a lot of information to disperse and how best to use it. Even if Council pulls out, donations in 
the business sector also contribute. 
 
 
CHOBE POLICE - KESEGOFETSE KEITUMETSE 
 
The Chobe Police have a project concerned with deterring occurrence and recurrence of 
gender-based violence.  Through the implementation of project, the police aimed to offer 
effective response to GBV complaints and ensure the prosecution of perpetrators by 
strengthening investigation guidelines. They also hoped to develop more sensitive approaches 
in handling GBV cases and promote gender equality within the police service. The police has 
held   public awareness meetings and workshops. There is also a radio program called Crime 
File which is broadcasted on the radio after the news report and Itshireletse television 
program, which are an effort to create awareness about GBV. Furthermore, there is a 
Botswana Police Sexual Harassment Policy which aims to protect police officers from 
harassment. The Chobe Police does not have a gender specific budget. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
A gender-based violence reporting template was used as a monitoring tool. The template was 
a source of statistics on  cases reported. Monthly and quarterly reports were also used to 
monitor and evaluate. 
 
Challenges and Lessons learnt 
Challenges the police face  include: withdrawal of cases by the victims/survivors; false reports 
and stationery misuse due to false reports; alcohol abuse that predisposed to gender-based 
violence; expenses of counselling processes; food rationing for detainees; and the discrepancy 
between the Children’s Act and Penal code’s age of consent in cases involving minors. 
 
Sustainability, Replicability and Next step 
The Chobe Police collaborates with the Youth Department, Immigration, Interpol, Gender 
Affairs and Kagisanyo Society to advance the fight against gender-based violence. These 
partnerships will continue, as will the education of the public and enforcing of laws. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: You faced a problem of people withdrawing cases, when do you decide that a case cannot 
be withdrawn and when do they allow for it to be withdrawn and handled by the  family? 
A: Police officers do not have the jurisdiction to allow for a case to be withdrawn, it is 
dependent on the plaintiff and they have to go through the Magistrate Court to get the case 
withdrawn. 
C: One judge suggested that a link to the girl child was not evident in the activities listed and 
in future the information given should be pared down to only include information relevant to 
the title and the set objectives. 
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EMA GIRLS- CAROLINE NGISI 
 
A faith-inspired movement, EMA Girls aims to encourage abstinence before marriage and 
encourage girls and young women to focus on developing and using their talents and skills 
to better their lives. It spreads its message by doing school visitations, hosting women 
empowerment seminars and dinners. The project is currently self-funded with all members 
contributing capital via a monthly subscription fee. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
Monitoring and evaluation is achieved via reports from the visited schools. A lot feedback on 
the organization’s events is provided through social media. 
 
Challenges and Lessons learnt 
The main challenges faced by the org are finding partners/sponsors and financial constraints 
due to self-funding. 
 
Sustainability, Replicability and Next Steps 
Sustainability requires partnerships or collaborations with other organisations or Ministries. 
Going forth, the organization would like to find funding that will enable it to travel and host  
their workshops  at districts with the most school drop outs. Funds would also enable the 
organization to engage more than one school at every area they visit. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: How does the project relate to issues of development and ending GBV? 
C: A judge commented that the results seem indirect, that is, it is difficult to pick up or 
measure the results in society and provide evidence to attribute it to these interventions.  
C: Another comment was that the category on sustainability and replicability asks whether 
the project run,  can be set up by someone else in a different place. 
C: A suggestion and question offered was whether the organisation had looked to the 
church as a possible partner as their mandate is faith driven. 
  
MOSHUPA COUNCIL - LEMOGANG K KETSHABILE 
 
The council’s project was focused on sexual reproductive health in Moshupa district and 
gender-based violence response. Its aims was to examine the rate of child mortality in the 
district, examine antiretroviral therapy and PMTCT uptake, and also examine contraceptive 
use/family planning rate in the district. The council also sought to spread awareness about 
sexual reproductive health and GBV. Statistics from the Moshupa Council Clinic were utilized 
to meet the first three objectives. To spread awareness an HIV/AIDS Day Candle Light 
campaign last year and there is a planned campaign for the 16 Days of Activism against 
Gender Based Violence to be rolled out the 30th of November. Though the council has no 
specific budget for gender activities, it funds the execution of some of these activities.  
 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
The council uses a monthly and quarterly tool that gauge how much their services impact 
their clientele. It also uses a data tool in the collection of statistics on childbirth and mortality 
rate (MH034 REV 2010). 
 
Challenges and Lessons learnt 
The council found that time constraints, sudden transfers of staff members and the multi-
dimensional work load within the councils negatively impacted the focus of the gender 
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committee and its goals. The council also found that there is a need for strong relationships 
with stakeholders and the media (for greater outreach). 
 
Sustainability, Replication and Next Step 
Sustainability can be achieved through continuous invitation of new partnerships while 
replicability can be furthered through benchmarking and frequent meetings with other 
organisations. In future the council would like to organize dates for Gender Committee 
meetings and meet with the leadership of Moshupa Sub-district Council, as well as develop 
websites and establish media relation platforms. 
 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: What sets aside the project, from the Council’s expected duties? 
A: The project is part of the council’s duties and what is expected from it, the project is an 
attempt to prioritize gender based violence. 
Q: How does the project get feedback from clients? 
A: Feedback is retrieved via questionnaires 
Q: How is the overall project evaluated? 
A: Statistics of different cases received are compiled and sorted quarterly or monthly, and are 
then reviewed annually to find trends. An increase will point towards a deficiency in the service 
provided and corrective measures implemented. 
Q: A judge commented that the objectives were not clearly linked to the activities that were 
undertaken. 
 
 
MEN AND BOYS FOR GENDER EQUALITY - OMPHEMETSE ONEILE 
Love to Live alcohol rehabilitation project was established by Men and Boys for Gender 
equlality, to reduce alcohol abuse and encourage a life of sobriety while also helping 
individuals build more positive lives. In pursuance of the project Men and Boys have hosted 
boot camps, support groups, individual and group counselling sessions, family counselling and 
“Blue Couch” sessions, which involved local celebrities. The project is funded by the Ministry 
of Health and is not gender-specific. 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
A registry of attendance is used as a measuring tool as well as quarterly reports. Individual 
screening tools and a template provided by the Ministry of Health for recording progress are 
also used. 
 
Challenges and Lessons learnt 
Donors crediting funds late and inconsistent attendance of meetings are some of the 
challenges encountered. More over women tend to choose entrepreneurial activities as 
replacement behavior for alcohol abuse whereas men chose hobbies/activities such as playing 
football etc. 
 
Sustainability, Replicability and Next step 
After a full year in the program, beneficiaries will graduate into mentors and peer educators 
for a replica effect of the achievements. The program is also open to sharing its methods and 
practices with any interested organization for replication. Going forth the beneficiaries will be 
trained as peer educators and sent off to form new support groups. 
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Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: As suggested by your name, your organization has always been gender specific toward 
males. Was there influence from the donor to include females? 
A: With gender-based violence (for example rape), you cannot only address one party, the 
victim or the perpetrator. Both have to be involved in the discussion of the issue for a solution 
to be found. This project was open to all and it just so happened that more females than 
males wanted the help.  
Q: Why is the organization focused only in Southern region of Botswana, that is, Gaborone 
and nearby villages? 
A: The organization is focused in the Southern region because, apart from being  fairly new 
and is based in Gaborone, our  funds  currently  do not permit travelling  further into the 
country. 
Q: What is the difference between your organization and BOSASNET? 
A: Our services are complimentary but Men and Boys offers more of  group support instead 
of just individual counselling. 
 
 

EMERGING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
 
CHAIR: Hon. Cllr T. Dinoko 
RAPPOTEUR: Mr. Kabelo Mpugwa 
JUDGES 
Mr. Bakani Bakani 
Ms. Anna Sebopelo 
Mr. Desmond Lunga 
TIME ALLOCATION: 12 minutes for presentations and 8 minutes for questions and 
comments 
 

 
MOKGARATHI POULTRY FARMS 
Ms Olebogile Osetse from Serowe village in Botalaote ward started her poultry business in 
January 2016 as a partnership. After seeking financial assistance with the Gender Affairs 
office, she could only acquire financial aid by partnering with fellow women in the village who 
are just as poverty stricken. Ms Osetse gathered 4 more women making up a partnership of 
five geared at rearing broiler chickens so as to sell their meat, a scarce product in their 
community, hence making them the sole providers of chicken in their area with no competition 
at all. Mokgarathi farm prides itself in selling quality chicken to schools, the Botswana Defence 
Force (BDF) as well as Kgotla events that the community attends. The women conduct 
marketing and pre-orders before slaughter to avoid over or under stocking. 
 
Budgeting and Pricing 
In the past 3 months Mokgarathi Poultry farm made an income of P28600 from sales alone 
whist costs from utilities, feed equalled P6760. For the next 6 months the projected income is 
P89800 from increased sales as well as new products and services whilst expenses are 
expected to reach P25000 from utilities, feed and transportation since the business is looking 
to supply schools. 
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New Products and Services 
Chicken manure has been identified as an income generator, which was never explored 
before. 
 
Additional Information  
There is need for more land to facilitate the expansion of the poultry facilities and increase 
capacity. 
 
Questions and Comments 
Q: How many chickens do you stock? 
A: 200 at initial stages and the number increases as we meet the demand of our customers, 
stocking consistently every 2 to 3 weeks. 
Q: How has this business impacted your livelihood? 
A: Tremendously! Having made a conscious decision to pick the poorest women in the 
community, it has been very easy to track improvement which has been very significant. The 
aim was to empower fellow women and break the chain of dependency. 
Q: Do you have savings? 
A: The business has managed to save a total of P100 000 in its procured bank account. 
 

 
 
IMONE HOLDINGS (BUTCHERY) 
Ms Thato Simon runs Imone Holdings in Mochudi as a sole proprietor. The butchery sells meat 
and meat products as well as cooked food such as samp, mkwetjepe and seswaa, which are 
firm favourites with the local buyers. Regular and reliable supply keeps her above her 
competition as their supply is inconsistent as well as her on demand cooked food served by 
no other competitor. Marketing is done by distribution of fliers and pinning of direction boards 
along the main roads leading to the butchery. Having been sponsored through the Youth 
program she keeps well-updated records both manually and computerised as per requirement 
of the program. 
 
Budgeting and Pricing 
For the past 3 months, Imone Holdings made a collective income of P127000 from meat sales 
and cooked food sales whilst expenses incurred were P28400 as a result of slaughter houses, 
utilities, carcasses, rent, salaries as well as transport. In the next 6 months she hopes to make 
enough income to pay back the Youth loan of P99000 and still break even. Expected income 
for the next 6 months will be P236000 from increased sales whilst costs will equal to P59340. 
 
Questions and Comments 
Q: How do you gauge your customer base? 
A: A recorded steady increase in numbers of customers as well as income accrued. 
Q: Are there any future plans? 
A: I have plans to expand operations to surrounding areas and obtain more workers to keep 
the store running even in my absence.  
Q: What inspired you to start this business? 
A: I worked in the butchery business for some time and realised a substantial business 
opportunity since supply did not meet demand fully. 
C: Ms Simon was advised by the audience to hire more help since it’s not every day that she 
will be on tip top shape to tackle the store by herself, on instances like illness. 
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BOTHAKGA BEAUTY PARLOUR AND BOUTIQUE (KANYE) 
Ms Tshepiso Bareng is the sole owner of Bothakga Beauty Parlour and Boutique in Kanye 
village. A skilled self-taught hairdresser,she provides plaiting and cutting services among many 
others as well as stock perfumes for her boutique situated just in her backyard. The business 
boasts a prime location near a bar, depot and bottle store hence very accessible to the locals 
of Kanye village and surrounding areas who make up its market. Ms Bareng keeps detailed 
financial and stock records, having opened a bank account with the First National Bank 
Botswana (FNBB) for her savings and returns. 
 
Budgeting and Pricing 
In the past 3 months, the business has managed to make an income of P1084 from plaiting, 
washing and retouching whilst costs gave a total of P540 from utilities and materials.  For the 
next 6 months income is expected to be P10000 from increased clientele as well as new 
products and services. Expenses will also increase substantially to P3452 from material and 
utilities. 
 
New Products and Services 
Ms Bareng intends to increase stock in the boutique on the quest for more returns whilst also 
growing the business to create employment opportunities 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: How do you ensure an increase in customers? 
A: I have skill and product quality unsurpassed by many around Kanye village ensuring high 
customer retention .I spread about the business through word of mouth as well as self-made 
placards and roadside signs guiding potential customers to the business location. 
Q: What was your motivation for starting up? 
A: My insurmountable hairdressing skills acquired through being self-taught as well as the 
need for liberation by being self-employed. 
Q: How do you deal with competition? 
A: The proximity and accessibility of the location is a winner, saving on transport costs for 
customers. Other facilities are not a walking distance such as Bothakga beauty parlour and 
boutique. 
Q: Have you not had the need for workers? 
A: Workers are only needed on a temporary basis in seasons of high demand. 
C: Ms Bareng was  advised to make  well prepared financial record as this will help when  
seeking more funding from government institutions. Councils can help out in terms of 
accounting and logistics for small and medium enterprises. 
 
GONTLE MOTANG 
Selling garments started as a hobby for Ms Gontle Motang. She sells clothes sourced from 
South Africa, Uganda, Nigeria and Kenya from the back of her car boot, door to door making 
it a profitable mobile business. The business started in Kanye village and expanded to the 
neighbouring villages such as Goodhope among many others. The business was 
conceptualised in April 2015 but took off in November 2015. Ms Motang credits her customer 
services and quality products for keeping her afloat above all her competition. She markets 
herself through business cards, social media and through word of mouth by her customers 
who are happy with her service. A 2 months long lay bye is offered to every customer and 
regular reminders are given to the owing customers by means of phone calls. Two bank 
accounts for the business have been opened at Barclays bank and FNBB. 
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Budgeting and Pricing 
The Barclays Bank account currently holds savings to the amount of P23 000. For the past 3 
months Miss Motang has made a total income of P15000 from shoes and clothing while her 
expenses collectively are P6350 from new stock as well as business maintenance. Her income 
projections for the next 6 months give a total of P90000 from increased sales and quantities 
of shoes and garments whilst her expenses also will sprout to at least P15000 due to increased 
stock and taxation. 
 
New Products 
Ms Motang intends to sell cellphones since having discovered a lucrative supply market in 
Zambia. 
 
Additional Information 
Ms Motang takes on extra work besides her garment business, sourcing materials for 
construction projects as per request amassing P1500 on each project. 
 
Questions and Comments 
Q: Where do you see yourself in the next 5 years? 
A: Having a chain of boutiques in the next 3 years 
Q: How has your livelihood improved since the commencement of this business? 
A: Owning this business has facilitated self-sufficiency, for me and my child. 
Q: How do you stay above your competitors? 
A: The business being mobile offers superb accessibility and an opportunity for interaction 
allowing me to portray my unparalleled customer service skills. 
 
 
SYLVIA MONTHE 
A master at beading and accessories, Ms Monthe constructs beautiful artefacts using papers. 
A complex and laborious process, strips of paper are cut really thin and used to construct 
visually appealing head, neck and wrist accessories. These are then priced according to the 
labour put in as well as the materials purchased. The business competes with local 
supermarkets as well as foreign suppliers from South Africa hence a very slow and inconsistent 
growth. With the availability of lay bye and the inexpensive raw materials they are able to 
offset the low returns. 
Budgeting and Pricing 
In the past 3 months a total income of P810 was made by Miss Monthe from the sales of her 
beadwork whilst her costs came to P235 since materials are relatively cheap and some are 
recyclable. In the next 6 months, the projected income is P2500 from increased sales and 
opportunities of tutelage while costs equal to P500 from increased materials. 
 
Questions and comments 
Q: How do you market yourself? 
A: I use the hawking system to showcase the products, as well as word of mouth. Social 
media is a new platform I am trying to explore through the help of my kids. 
 
AFI LAUNDRY SERVICES 
Ms Afitile Lebakeng from Maun started her sole operated home based laundry services to curb 
the congestion other laundry facilities faced due to an influx of customers. Afi laundry service 
tends to all types of fabrics and has seen a steady increase in its customer base from just 
locals to government workers, events and catering businesses as well as other corporate 
entities . Ms Lebakeng prides herself in exceptional customer service hence increasing her 
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chances of referral by other customers and thwarting the competition along with her 
reasonably priced services.  
 
Budgeting and Pricing 
For the past 3 months, Miss Lebakeng has made a total income of P2190 from laundry, 
household furniture as well as wedding materials sent to her for cleaning whilst her expenses 
incurred were P810, from airtime, utilities and transport. In the next 6 months Miss Lebakeng 
expects to amass an income of P9240 from increased clientele and a total of P5580 in 
expenses due to increased usage of utilities. 
 
New Products and Services 
Ms Lebakeng plans to diversify her business by selling hand-made accessories, a hobby she 
has picked up in recent times and perfected it. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: How do you obtain your salary? 
A: I obtain my salary from other businesses I conduct such as selling handmade accessories 
and flower  pots as I would rather have the business mature before I dip into its resources. 
Q: How do you gauge growth? 
A: I gauge growth by customer count and income increase. 
Q: Does the business have a bank account? 
A: Yes. I bank inconsistently but the business does bank with Banc ABC. 
 
MOGG TENT HIRE AND CATERING (GANTSI) 
Ms Gofaone Ntwaetsile from Morama village in Gantsi is the sole owner of Mogg tent hire and 
catering, a company, which provides wedding tents, decorations and catering for events and 
everyday services. Despite the immense competition from elite established companies, Mogg 
tent hire and catering has grown in leaps and bounds, purchasing its own vehicles to ease 
delivery. Ms Ntwaetsile keeps updated transaction records, banks diligently and   keeps great 
filing systems pertaining to tenders. 
 
 
Budget and Pricing 
For the past 3 months the business has made an income of P60800 from catering and tent 
hiring while expenses of P34000 were incurred from purchasing new material, labour, 
transportation and catering stock. In the next 6 months, Miss Ntwaetsile expects the business 
to amass an income of P96000 from increased clientele and expenses of P24000. 
 
New Products and Services 
Ms Ntwaetsile wishes to expand her business into camping services, providing camping tents 
and other necessities since Gantsi is a popular camping ground for tourists. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Where was the initial funding for the business obtained? 
A: Gender affairs were my initial funder enabling me to start with a few tents for hire, which 
I had ordered from South Africa. 
Q: What are your salary scales? 
Q: Basic salary for me as the owner is P2000, the rest of my workers are paid on commission 
since they are hired on a temporary basis. 
Q: How do you address challenges of competition? 
A: I bring forth cleaner, newer and trendier products to keep up with the competition and in 
some instances even surpass it. 
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C: The Honourable Councillor advised Ms Ntwaetsile to consult her local council and register 
for PPADB, which will enable her to have access to special opportunities for locals and females. 
 
SHINE-HIGH TAILORING 
Ms Neo Ngakane registered Shine-high tailoring in December 2015 as a sole proprietor. Being 
a survivor of an abusive relationship and having been subjected to adverse poverty she took 
it upon herself to make a stand hence registered at a training school and learned how to sew. 
The business has now been running for 3 months, producing household items such as mats 
and curtains, garments such as school uniforms and wedding attire; you name it, she makes 
it. Her customer base includes churches, schools, political affiliates and other locals. Gauging 
her competition, most seem to be focused on garments while she does more than just 
garments with a detailed eye for trendier styles. Ms Ngakane accrues her business success to 
her exceptional customer service and affordable products and services offset by seasonal 
specials offered by no other competitor. There currently is no hired stuff due to the business 
being very seasonal with an influx during the end and beginning of the year, therefore 
temporary stuff is hired when needed. The business keep simple income and expenditure 
records since prices are not consistent across the products and its main forms of marketing 
are business cards, word of mouth and social media.  
 
Budget and Pricing 
In the past 3 months Shine-high Tailoring has made an income of P4535 from sales whilst 
incurring costs of P870 from materials and utilities. These costs could be more but they are 
offset by the fact that most times customers buy their preferred fabric. For the next 6 months 
the projected income will be P11265 since it’s a season of weddings, politics as well as 
commencement of school. Expected costs have been calculated to the amount of P1987. 
 
Additional Information 
Ms Ngakane foresees her business growing in leaps and bounds, being able to donate to the 
poor, creating employment and assisting fellow women who are disadvantaged anyhow. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: What is your pricing strategy? 
A: It largely depends on the pattern to be made as per labour requirements. 
Q: May you please relate your experience to us for inspiration?  
A: I had a child with an older man who was very controlling, unfaithful and violent towards 
me. 
Q: How has your business assisted you? 
A: My business offered me a sense of liberation both financially and personally, I am absolutely 
fulfilled and confidently empowered. 
Q: Do you have any words of encouragement? 
A: I encourage all women to stand up for themselves and value their lives. 
 
DINTLE BACKYARD GARDEN (FORESTRY) 
Ms Mable Lebekwe solely owns Dintle backyard and garden in Mochudi village selling a variety 
of trees and flowers to a diverse clientele such as government institutions, wedding parties as 
well as the locals of Mochudi and surrounding areas. The business has one paid helper who 
assists with the planting process and soil collection. Ms Lebekwe accrues the steady growth 
of her clientele to the direction boards along major roads leading to her business, her ability 
to negotiate prices with her customers as well as her excellent customer service. 
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Budgeting and Pricing 
Dintle Backyard Garden currently has P3200 in its savings account. In the past 3 months, the 
business made an income of P19440 from sales whilst incurring expenses amounting to P9960 
from fertilizers, utilities and labour. In the next 6 months projected income will be P25000 
from increased sales and expenses will reach P12500. 
 
New Products and Services 
Ms Lebekwe wishes to expand her business into landscaping, herb growing and flower 
arranging in the very near future. 
 
Additional Information 
Ms Lebekwe advises fellow women to be patient and hardworking. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Is there any growth in your customer base? 
A: Yes, there is a substantial growth in my clientele though inconsistent due to the business 
being very seasonal. 
Q: What encouraged you to start this business? 
A: I was rescued from an abusive matrimony and was taken to a women’s shelter whilst my 
kids were taken to boarding school. I had to fend for myself and my family. 
C: Ms Mable Lebekwe was advised to keep a database of her customers and keep regular 
contact with them as an art of after sales service and a way to advertise new products. 
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3. DAY TWO 

 
The second day of the summit entailed a brief presentation to all the delegates on the SADC 
Gender Protocol 2016 Barometer findings, thereafter the parallel sessions of the first day 
continued. An award ceremony was held in the evening where the winners in each category 
were announced. 
 

3.1 2016 BAROMETER FINDINGS 

Chigedze Chinyepi 
 
For her presentation on the Barometer Findings Ms 
Chinyepi presentation shared with the room information 
about the protocol that one would find the barometer. In 
that spirit, she highlighted that the Post-2015 SADC 
Gender Protocol strengthens Rights-based language and 
was adopted by Heads of State in Swaziland. 
 
She explained that the revised Protocol includes stand-
alone provisions on gender and climate change (in Part 
10, Article 31) ,cross-referenced with the Protocol on 
Environment and Sustainable Development 
.Notwithstanding the addition the protocol however 
excludes  specific mention of gender and food security, 
disaster management, energy, water, indigenous people 
and financing.  
 
Ms Chinyepi argued that reviewing the   protocol has produced gains and losses . The gains 
include the change of language, timelines and equal recognition of widow and widowers rights, 
which were some of the earlier concerns hindering Botswana from signing. More over the 
review process put focus on equal and effective participation of women and men in political 
decision-making. She further highlighted as a gain, that the revised protocol has provisions 
on early childhood development and adult education and compels governments to give equal 
rights to women for production resources including land, finance, natural resources and 
inheritance. 
 
She emphasized as a loss, that the amended Protocol did not take cognizance of the Alliance’s 
assertion on the need to review electoral systems, despite the fact electoral systems affect 
women’s political representation. She shared further as loss that no SADC country has thus 
far reached the 50% target of women’s representation in parliament, cabinet or local 
government and that no specific commitment has been made to enable rural and indigenous 
women, access to productive assets such as land, credit and financial services. She averred 
to   the room that Botswana and Mauritius are still not signatories to the Protocol.  
 
In concluding her presentation, Ms Chinyepi informed the room about the restructuring of the 
SADC Gender Protocol Alliance into three main branches: voice, choice and control. It was 
clarified that voice refers to governance and media, information and communications; choice 
includes sexual reproductive health rights; and control houses economic justice and climate 
change and sustainable development. 
 
 

 

Chinyepi_AllianceRep_221116 
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PARALLEL SESSIONS 

LOCAL GOVERNEMENT COE 
CHAIR: Hon. Cllr Kgengwenyane 
RAPPORTEUR: Thandiwe Majama 
JUDGES 
Mrs Valenciah Mogegeh 
Ms Changu Siwawa 
Ms Chigedze Chinyepi 
TIME ALLOCATION: 15 minutes for presentation, 5 minutes questions and comments 
NOTE About four district councils included in the programme were absent at the awards. 
These were the Bobirwa Sub District Council, Kgatleng District Council and the Ghanzi 
District Council. 
 
NORTH EAST DISTRICT COUNCIL - MS ROSINAH MAOBA 
The council’s gender champion is Ms Florah B. Mpetsane, who is the council chairperson and 
the gender focal person is Ms Rosinah Maoba. 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The council has an action plan, which was updated in April 2016 to incorporate the Post 2015 
SADC Gender Protocol and SDGs. The action plan has been presented to the Council 
Management and the council chairperson who is also the gender champion. 
 
Governance 
60% out of 659 council employees are female and women also make up 58% of management. 
The economic department in the council is made up of females only. The council chief 
accountant is also female. Moreover there is a female quantity surveyor who works as the 
only female in her department and there is one female heavy duty driver in the council. 
 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
As all government institutions, the council has provisions for feeding hour for lactating 
mothers. It gives a P30, 000.00 grants to CBO/NGO centres to encourage their sustainability 
and operates a day care centre in Masunga which caters for the community and council staff. 
 
Local Economic Development 
The council has newly built market stalls, which are to be leased to the community. Women 
and youth enrolled in economic empowerment programs will be allocated 50% of the stalls. 
The council at present implements a rehabilitation of destitute person’s scheme, which is 
aimed at persons, registered as temporary destitute persons or unemployed. The beneficiaries 
choose their own project and are funded. It also has a poverty eradication programme through 
which unemployed and potential destitute persons are once more funded. Council provides 
funding, training and monitoring for all these projects and currently has 2 rehabilitation, 12 
community and 227 poverty eradication projects.  
 
The council secretary and all heads of departments have to ensure that 35% of all quotations 
given out by council are given to vulnerable group (Women, Youth and PLWD). This is included 
and assessed in their annual employment performance contracts every year. At the end of the 
quarter 3,35% of the above mentioned projects amount to $40,935.2 of the total quotations 
given out by council to projects implemented by women. 
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Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
The council allows for 2% waste reclaim from its land fill in Masunga. The opportunity is open 
for all members of the community. One group in Vukwi recycles papers to make jewellery 
whilst one rehabilitation beneficiary also uses paper for papier- mâché.  
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council has built 40 houses for beneficiaries and 36 of these are females. It is also 
responsible for monitoring the SHHA program. The council does not have a  water and 
sanitation committee however all  water and sanitation matters  are handled by the health 
and social committee. 
 
 
Ending Violence 
In its efforts to end violence, the council commemorates the Sixteen Days Activism annually 
and conducts workshops. The police are members of the gender committee, which is also a 
consultative forum at which they share statistics, and other issues of concern. Gender 
committee participates at other public events to give out messages on GBV. The council, 
through its social and community development department, handles GBV cases through 
referrals and further empowers GBV survivors through counselling and funding economic 
empowerment initiatives. 
 
Gender Management System 
The council had a well-established gender committee with representative from S&CD, day 
care, audit and administration. However, 6 members have been transferred elsewhere. A 
district Gender Committee was also formed with representation from BOCCAIP, District 
Commissioner and Peace Corps. 
 
Resources allocated 
P120, 000.00 has been expended in 2016 for processes around gender mainstreaming. It was 
spent specifically on workshops and commemorations.  Moreover Department of Gender 
Affairs gave the district P15, 000.00 to conduct a workshop on couples counselling. 
 
Challenges 
The lack of an active gender committee is one of the major challenges of the council. The 
committee has been functioning with one member the whole year. The council secretary has 
however promised to rectify this. Moreover, information is not availed to the focal person by 
departments. Important forums like COMT have not been availed to the focal person, which 
is why departments are lagging behind in gender mainstreaming. There is also a lack of 
cohesiveness in implementation of projects aimed at creating awareness. The council does 
not coordinate its efforts with NGO’s, thus there is a lot of duplicating. The gender focal person 
posits that these issues can be resolved by reviving the district gender committee. 
 
 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
To push the NEDC action plan, the focal person has ensured that GBV and governance are 
included in the performance development plans of S&CD staff. Staff will be expected to 
conduct 4 meetings with their communities on gender equality and this will hopefully help 
increase the number of women voted into executive positions in committees at community 
level. The council has learnt that councillors with a passion for gender work are the ones who 
should be   used in gender work. 
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Sustainability and Replication 
Gender mainstreaming work is time-consuming work and requires a dedicated officer who will 
focus on the program.  Therefore, for sustainability there needs to be a committee made up 
of people with passion for gender work. There also needs to be an advocate for gender work 
within council management as the individual will have access to most committees and stand 
a better chance at implementing change. To cascade gender work, councils need to work 
together and share best practices. The  North east has assisted Tutume sub district and 
Francistown city council to prepare for summits but councils should also assist each other 
during workshops/seminars. 
 
 Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: How are you making your agenda visible? What activities have you engaged it? 
A: The council hosts commemorations like AIDS Day, which encourage and engage the 
community. 
Q: Where are the council’s markets stalls located and elaborate on the 50% quota for the 
market stalls? 
A: There are 40 market stalls located in Masunga and Ramokgwebana border post. The 
stalls have not yet been allocated because they haven’t been connected to water and 
electricity. The council has resolved that 50% of the stalls at each area will be reserved for 
women and other disadvantaged groups while the other 50%  will be allocated to the rest of 
the public. 
 
CHOBE DISTSRICT COUNCIL - REGINAH L. MOJAPHOKO 
 
The council has 426 employees and 78% of them are women. There is however only one 
female councillor amongst 9 male councillors and females also only make up 25 % of council 
management of 15 persons. The council’s gender champion is Thatayaone  Balapi and the  
gender focal person is Regina Mojaphoko. 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The council has a gender policy and action plan that incorporates the Post 2015 SADC Gender 
Protocol, SDGs and other relevant targets. It is well known because the gender committee 
has a high profile person within the council as the gender champion and the Acting Council 
Secretary.   
 
Governance 
Management is made up of 15 individuals and women make up 20% of that number. The 
council has seen women rising to posts that were traditionally viewed as male oriented posts, 
for instance there are female drivers, electricians, mechanics, budget officer, accountants, 
engineers, technicians. 
 
CHDC consults with women, youth and PWDs equally through Kgotla meetings, workshops, 
and different committees such as the disability committee and youth committee.   
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
In its efforts for an inclusive workspace the council has made their buildings accessible to 
PWDs by making ramps for wheel chair users and pavements at Kachikau Special Unit School. 
There are also special toilets and showers and reserved parking for PWDs. 
 
Local Economic Development 
CHDC has allocated market stalls to 2 PWDs, 2 youths and 4 women. The council through 
S&CD, Gender Affairs and other supporting agencies intends to intensify its support for the 
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growth and development of women, PWDs and youth. Chobe has set  out a goal in its  Chobe 
Local Economic Development strategy 2016(LED), that it will facilitate skills development for 
local communities by 2018 .Chobe also intends to support the development of SMME by 2018. 
When allocating resources for LED projects the council gives preference in the following 
manner: 10% for Women, 5% for youth and 25% for PWDs. 
 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
For its climate change efforts the CHDC has funded a project for PWDs to weave crafts out of 
waste at Kachikau Special Unit. CHDC expended P18 000.00 to solicit a youth to train the 
PWDs. The council also supplies another young person with metal scrap materials from the 
landfill 
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council has allocated to 450 men and 565 women. It does not specifically have a water 
and sanitation committee but does have committees for education, health and social 
development. Some of its water and sanitation projects include water sampling from different 
sources and providing animal proof dustbins. 
 
Ending Violence 
Some of the key actions the council has taken towards ending GBV include addressing Pitso 
ya Borre, Pitso ya Bomme and schools. They also had house-to-house campaigns, breast 
cancer awareness campaigns and alcohol abuse campaigns. 
 
Communication, Campaigns and Visibility 
Council issued invitations for Pitso ya Borre and Pitso ya Bomme and has provided funding of 
GBV survivors. 
 
Gender Management System 
The council has a gender committee which  consists of the  women’s commissioner, gender 
focal person,  the secretary, chairperson and five additional members. The action plan is used 
as a monitoring tool. 
 
Resources Allocated 
 No resources have been allocated for the processes around gender mainstreaming in 2016 
or 2017 or to promote employment equity.  The council in 2016 allocated resources to the 
sum of P34,668.00   for gender specific programming and  P 33,4925.00 for  gender responsive 
mainstream activities. 
 
Challenges 
 The council’s challenges include the lack of support from management and men generally.  
Women also lack knowledge on how to access programmes that can empower them.  
 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
CHDC has learnt a lot through gender workshops, meetings and SADC gender protocol 
summits.  It has found that presentations on projects are important because they offer an 
opportunity for feedback. 
 
Sustainability and Replication 
Good practice can be sustained by including the objectives of  gender mainstreaming in  the 
council’s PDP. The council will also cascade information to other departments and 
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organisations through benchmarking.  Furthermore, ideas will be shared with others during 
summits. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: What gender sensitive policies or family oriented workplace policies does the council 
have? 
A: There is the flexi –time scheme that employees can take advantage of subsequent to 
negotiation with their supervisors. 
C: When presenting the activities of the council, councils should find a way to illustrate the 
results of the activities. They should show a correlation between the activities and the 
resulting impact in the society, whether it be behavioural change or tangible result. 
C: The section on GMS requires councils to not just list who forms part of the gender 
committee but also explain the processes of the committee or how it works and its practices. 
 
KANYE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY – TIROYAONE RAMPE 
The gender champion of the council is Constance Molefi while the gender focal person is 
Tiroyaone Rampe. 
 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
The local authority has a gender action plan that was developed in 2013 and are still in 
process of reviewing it. 
 
Governance 
 The full council is made up of 20 men and 4 women. Two of the four women were publicly 
elected into office and the other two were specially elected by the Minister. Women form 
43% of management and 60% of the overall staff of 403.Only one woman chairs a 
committee, that is the audit committee. 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
There are instruments that guide the council employees in their work and these are the 
Public Service Act, Children’s Act, the destitute policy and the poverty eradication 
programme. 
 
Local Economic Development 
The council has allocated a stall to a leatherwork business operated by an individual living 
with a disability. There are also entrepreneurship finance schemes like the poverty eradication 
program, gender empowerment scheme, LIMID program. The council has held 5 women from 
the gender affairs department with tents and it outsources some of its services. It has 
outsourced garbage collection in three villages, where women are also involved. Thus far, 
P45, 000.00 has been expended through the program to women and only P27, 000.00 has 
been spent on men  
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
The council is helping a woman in the village, who has   a business operating from home, 
with building premises for her to operate from. 
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
In response to the President’s housing appeal, the council has thus far built houses for 24 
women and 16 men. For  the financial year  2015/2016 12 women and 5 men are expected 
to benefit from the housing appeal. 
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Sexual & Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS 
There are 15 clinics and 1 hospital within the local authority’s district. These are accessible 
to both women and men and provide different services like family planning, providing ARV 
treatment.  
 
Ending Violence 
There is a district child welfare committee and child welfare committees, through which 
children are taken on retreat camps to discuss issues like abuse, that affect their lives. 
 
Gender Management System 
The committee is not active/not functional but people who have interest in the council do 
work together. The revised Gender Action Plan will be presented at the next full council in 
2017.   
 
Challenges 
The Gender Action Plan is not yet signed and approved and  there is no budget specifically  
for gender programming. 
 
Sustainability and Replication 
COE work can be sustained by forming a fully functional gender committee and through 
intensified implementation of mind-set strategies. 
 
 Judges Questions and Answers 
Q: How do you cascade the national policies stated in the presentation? 
A: CEO /council chair  has encouraged a library at the workplace, though not fully established 
copies if the national policies are available for employees to access and read 
Q: Does your council have a set target of the number of people they want to reach? 
A: No. There is no specific target because the gender committee is not functional. I do 
however meet with the gender champion and two  other individuals to  identify people who 
can benefit from our programs. 
C: When council present, they should show trends on how far they have come to where they 
are presently. Council should also set targets for themselves, that is decide o how many people 
they would like to reach then at the end of the year evaluate how much or many of the goals 
have  been reached. 
 
CHARLES HILL  SUB-DISTRICT COUNCIL – TSHIAMO  RAMAHOSI 
Honourable Councillor Modisane is the gender champion of the council while Tshiamo 
Ramahosi and Ivy Marumo are the gender focal persons. The sub –district has no female 
councillors. 
 
Gender Policy and Action Plan 
20 of the departmental budget is reserved for vulnerable groups which include women, 
youth and PWDs.  
 
Governance 
46% of the employees are women out of a total of 279.There are 9 women and  16 men in 
management  staff of the council. Women are also found in VDC and  they are  beneficiaries 
of the poverty alleviation projects.5 youth form part of the management staff. 
 
Work Place Policy and Practice 
There is maternity leave for pregnant employees of the council. 
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Local Economic Development 
The council has 8 market stalls in Nojane and  6 in Charles Hill that  are available to both 
men and women on an equal basis.10 women from social community development planning  
were awarded accelerated tenders to supply schools with bread at an estimate value of P1.3 
million for the year 2016.   There is a 20% quota for women and other disadvantaged 
groups. 
 
 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development 
There is a donkey cart garbage collection project that has been implemented   through the 
poverty eradication program and beneficiaries are paid P1,500.00.The council  has a disaster 
management committee trained to assist in case of natural disaster. 
 
Infrastructure and Social Development 
The council does not allocate land  but makes provision for destitute housing. Both men and 
women can qualify for the housing. 
 
Sexual & Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS 
The council’s Annual Women’s Plan has included sensitizing people about HIV/AIDS as one of 
its objectives. The leadership cascades and disseminates information through forums such as 
Kgotla meetings and these activities can be viewed on the council’s Facebook page. The 
council’s district committee meetings are attended by the police, who give a brief on the 
matters affecting the community including GBV. 
 
Communication, Campaigns and Visibility 
Miss RADP 2015 was crowned from Ghanzi Dkar and so was the current Miss RADP .Charles 
hill as a component of Ghanzi District is the public relations office when Miss RADP is 
crowned in  their district. This role entails publicizing Miss RADP as an women 
empowerment initiative. 
 
Gender Management System 
The council has a gender champion and gender focal persons. 
 
Resources allocated  
There are no resources allocated specifically for gender specific programming but when 
need be the gender focal persons get funded to attend gender related forums. 
 
Challenges 
There is no post in departments specifically for gender officers. 
 
Lessons Learned and Innovation 
Gender mainstreaming requires a full time post for someone to deal with gender issues in 
local authorities. 
 
Sustainability and Replication 
COE work can be sustained if funding for gender projects is provided and the gender 
committee receives support through the council. It can also be sustained through 
networking with other councils. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
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Q: In relation to the bread supplying tender, where 10 women been awarded the tender, 
how many other people had applied? 
A: The women who were awarded the tender didn’t  go through  the adjudication process of 
being vetted. They were assessed and awarded tenders on the basis of  their vulnerable 
status. 
Q: For the 20% quota , how does the council ensure that it goes to the intended people  
and is evenly spread out? 
A: only the gender focal person  upon analysis, can  ensure and determine that everything 
is spread out evenly 
 
 

MEDIA CONTENT 
 
CHAIR: Hon. Cllr Kgengwenyane 
RAPPORTEUR: Thandiwe Majama 
JUDGES 
Mrs Valenciah Mogegeh 
Ms Changu Siwawa 
Ms Chigedze Chinyepi 
 
TIME ALLOCATION: 15 minutes for presentation, 5 minutes question and answer session 
 
LAYANI ELIAS 
 
Profile 
Mr Elias is a broadcast and print journalist working for the Government of Botswana. He holds 
an associate degree in broadcasting with specialities in radio and television, diploma in 
business management from Amity University in India is currently studying for a second degree 
in mass communication. He is also the founder and project director of The Broadcasters 
Organisation, which is a youth organisation that aims to empower young girls and boys, 
women and men on different issues including gender and education. Despite founding his 
organisation he would also like to develop and coordinate a media, broadcasting and ICT non-
governmental organisation, that will promote, empower and partake on issues of capacity 
building , gender empowerment and citizen empowerment.  
 
Contribution to gender equality 
The Broadcasters Organisation 
As project director of The Broadcasters Organisation he visits schools in his community, to 
teach students and teachers about gender equality and gender mainstreaming in schools.  The 
organisation also organises a broadcasting summit, which gives students a chance to learn 
more about gender issues and HIV /AIDS. The Broadcasters Organisation also hosts events 
that advocate for quality education for both genders regardless and through its work team 
members and sponsors are empowered on gender issues.  
 
 
Destiny Shapers Cluster 
Through the Broadcasters organisation Mr Elias started up  the Destiny shapers cluster  which 
is a cluster of teachers who coordinate initiatives in schools. One of the  projects  that has  
emanated  from the cluster is  Dynamites magazine, which empowers and promote freedom 
of expression among young boys and girls. As a result of the cluster the organisation holds  a 
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teaching symposium project  where participation of young girls in entrepreneurship and 
agriculture is encouraged. 
 
Print Journalism 
Mr Elias reports and writes about gender equality as a young male journalist and participates 
in gender equality workshops 
 
 
Next Steps 
Mr Elias intends to continue educating the public on issues of gender and hopes to organise 
more events   and engage policy makers in the organisations projects.  
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: How do you get feedback on the stories you publish and do you publicly share that 
feedback? 
A:  There is a Facebook page that people use to comment and provide feedback. These 
comments   are visible to everyone  
Q: As a journalist working for the government, how do you determine which stories are 
suitable to be aired on TV and radio or printed in newspapers? 
A: Botswana television, Radio Botswana and the Daily Newspaper are state media entities, 
which have an editorial policy. Journalists working for state media are guided by this policy. 
C: The Broadcasters Organisation should use the forum to network with different councils for 
the possibility collaborating to further its activities 
 
TUMISANG MOTHEI 
Profile 
Mr Mothei describes himself as a social activist and human rights advocate who acknowledges 
the role and responsibility of the media as a public educator and a crucial agent in intensifying 
and broadening public dialogue, around key and emerging gender issues. He is also a radio 
personnel at DUMA FM and hosts a show called The Platform from Monday to Thursday at 10 
a. m to 2p.m. 
His goals within the gender sphere are to maintain and increase visibility of gender related 
issues in the country and change attitudes towards women  and gender-based stereotypes 
through gender sensitive communication.  He also wants to be able to communicate better 
with sensitivity and neutrality on the issue. 
 
Contribution to gender equality 
Mosekaphofu Gender Talk Show 
Mr Mothei’s show the Platform has a segment called  Mosekaphofu, which is  a gender talk 
show  aimed at creating  a platform for communication on gender equality and human rights. 
The show also aims to continue dialogue on gender based violence and to educate listeners 
on key policies, research and pertinent human rights instruments.  Professionals within the 
gender movements are invited as guests to speak on whatever issue has been tabled and 
listeners can call in or text in their contributions. Sometimes guests come on the show to 
share their abuse stories so as to sensitize  others about violence against women and he 
liaises with social workers for support and to help guests on the show. 
iStories interviews  
As a journalist he also conducts off air interviews with people who have been abused and  
helps connect them to social services that can help. He  is also  a supporter of the “I shall not 
forget” movement, which  is a movement that seeks to speak out against the abuse that 
occurs to young girls and women and give such individuals  a voice and a platform to seek 
help. 
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Final Thoughts 
Mr Mothei believes that women should be viewed as active agents of their own decisions and 
society inclusive of him, should support their participation, agency, voice and empowerment. 
Also, that there is need to gain gender parity in all areas of daily life. He insists on a stand-
alone provision on women with disabilities and intends to do his part to ensure the full 
development, advancement and empowerment of all women. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: How are guests for the show determined? 
A: The guests are invited based on what will discussed and this is not limited to academic 
professionals only 
Q: Duma FM only available in towns and major villages, its signal does not reach remote 
areas, how have you ensured that your program reaches them 
A: Signal does limit who has access to the program unfortunately and it isn’t anything I have 
control over, DUMA FM is a commercial radio therefore  before deploy a transmitter anywhere, 
it considers whether it makes business sense in terms of listenership, to do so. 
 Q:  When the station is broadcasting live from somewhere outside the station at an event, is 
it possible to play some of the old interviews you’ve conducted for the community you are 
broadcasting from 
A: It is possible to harvest and play some of the on air interviews conducted on air from the 
system .However the system reboots itself every three months, that is it deletes everything 
recorded every three months. If one wanted an interview, they would have to extract it before 
the expiration of three months.  
C: it’ s a good thing that the program is at Duma FM as it is one of the radio stations young 
people tune into, which means they are exposed and can engage their thoughts on gender 
related issues.  
C: For Sustainability, the presenter should consider pitching the idea to other radio stations 
either by selling the idea so as to expose it to a wider audience .More over should the presenter 
decide to leave radio, the program should subsist at the station because it is an impactful 
show 
 
 

LEADERSHIP 
 
CHAIR OF THE SESSION: Hon. Cllr Modisane 
RAPPORTUER: Ms. Nompumelelo Sepopa 
JUDGES: 
Keabonye Ntsabane 
Pamela Dube Kelepang 
Moemedi Tsimanyana  
 
TIME ALLOCATION: 20 minutes for presentation, 10 minutes question and answer session 
 
MALEBOGO KRUGER - SEGAMETSI KEBONANG 
 
The Mayor of Lobatse, Ms Kruger aims to ensure that women and children are free from 
gender-based violence. She believes that men should be in the forefront of the battle against 
GBV and that perpetrators should be sensitized and rehabilitated. She annually hosts Pitso ya 
Borre, her own initiative, to discuss male issues, gender equality and GBV. She signed a 
statement of commitment to align Lobatse town council with gender mainstreaming projects, 
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which led to the incorporation of the Gender Committee Budget in the council’s recurrent 
budget. She also initiated Pitso ya Bomme that, like its male counterpart, discusses issues 
pertaining to women and aims to empower them economically and socially. She participated 
in the UNICEF 50 minutes with children campaign at Athlon hospital to visit the sick, BAPR to 
visit the disadvantaged and Bothakga primary school to visit the disabled, all with presents in 
tow. At policy level, she has been influential in creating economic diversity in a town that is 
losing its economic status. For example, she lures investors into Lobatse such as the leather 
park currently in the pipelines to be operational in two years. She also negotiated with a 
company that set up in Lobatse called PASDEC to employ females, and as a result, 70% of 
the company’s employees are female.  
 
Ms Kruger is a strong-willed woman who fights to ensure that the decisions taken at council 
meetings are implemented and follows up on implementation of said decisions. She can stand 
her ground and is not easy to intimidate. She is an initiator as evidenced by her establishment 
of the Mayor’s Road Map, a document that sets out objectives in service delivery and a 
timeline. She is also a people’s person and these are qualities that make her a good leader. 
Her contributions to gender equality include the signing of the statement of commitment 
previously mentioned and also influences gender equality in hiring choices in the council (for 
example male cleaners being hired for a job that is usually awarded females) and ensured 
selection of a male as the council’s gender champion. Going forth, Ms Kruger has a timeline 
and set objectives set out in the Mayor’s road map that she intends to implement to the letter. 
 
Questions and Comments from the judges 
Q: How does the driver of change sustain her work outside her formal employment as the 
presentation suggests that most of the activities listed are a summation of her formal duties 
as mayor? 
Q: How IT savvy is Ms Kruger?  
A: She has IT skills and can use the computer and internet and co-runs her Facebook page.  
 
C: The issue of gender was not central to your discussion until the last part of your 
presentation and so Ms Kruger has instead, been represented as a leader and driver of change 
but not really as a driver of change within the gender sphere. 
 
SUSAN MOLOTSI SEKGWA 
 
Ms. Sekgwa, currently working as the Principal Education Secretary at Serowe Administrative 
Authority and a survivor of gender-based violence is a gender focal person committed to 
assisting other survivors of GBV in improving their lives and promoting gender equality. She 
trains Local Authority Gender Committees and staff on gender mainstreaming (in Tonota, 
Palapye, Serowe), is a business mentor to a group of ten women and has a history of 
coordinating gender activities in the Council/Local Authority. Some of these activities include 
16 days of Activism, AIDS day and Women’s day .She conducts and takes part in campaigns 
aimed at reducing GBV and HIV/AIDS and also advocates for youth, people living with 
disabilities and women.  
 
Her empathy, compassion, practicality, commitment and strive to lead an exemplary life is 
what she believes make her a strong leader. Her dissemination of knowledge, business 
mentorship and campaign planning are her contributions to gender equality. By the end of 
March 2017 Ms. Sekgwa hopes to have reached 1500 secondary school children with the 
message of gender equality and also to have created awareness on the importance of gender 
equality to 75% of the employees at her workplace. She also plans to encourage and help the 
women she mentors to register their business and find funding. 
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Judge Questions and Comments  
C: As has been reiterated throughout the day, more concrete evidence is necessary than just 
including photos. 
Q: How do you think you have curbed issues of climate change and environmental degradation 
in your area where people collect mophane worms, wood and grass? 
A: Before the seasons of collection, the collectors are called to a meeting and reminded/ 
educated about environmental degradation and also warned to take care of themselves. 
 
 
LAYANI ELIAS 
 
Mr. Elias is a broadcast journalist by profession and the founder and project director of The 
Broadcasters Organisation, a youth organisation that empowers young girls and boys, women 
and men on different issues including gender and education. His vision is to see young boys 
and girls receiving education of the same quality on different issues. He plans to develop and 
coordinate a media, broadcasting and ICT non-governmental organisation that will promote, 
empower and partake on issues of capacity building, gender empowerment and citizen 
empowerment. In his capacity as a journalist, he also reports and writes about gender 
equality. The organisation teaches students and teachers of both genders about gender 
issues, HIV/AIDS and ICT. The organization also advocates for gender mainstreaming in 
schools and quality education for both genders.  
 
It also gives awards to girls who perform exceptionally well in male dominated subjects at 
schools and organizes gender and media competitions which promote fair competition and 
equality. Mr. Elias established the Destiny Shapers cluster which has different projects such 
as Dynamites magazine, which is aimed  at empowering and promoting freedom of expression 
amongst young boys and girls. Also under this cluster is the teaching symposium that 
encourages quality learning for both genders and encourages participation of young girls in 
entrepreneurship and Agriculture. He was runner-up for the 2015 Gender Award-Media and 
won MISA Broadcast journalist of the year on issues of Education. He also set up ICT training 
in schools. He reckons that the gender balanced stories he writes influence change at policy 
level along with the gender awareness activities he organises. The activities that he organises 
and the gender equality articles he writes are his contribution to gender equality.  The qualities 
that he believes make him a good leader include his conviction in his beliefs, his ability to 
accept criticism, his ability to delegate tasks to empower his teammates and his ability to work 
as part of a team. He intends to continue serving the nation through educating them on issues 
of gender, organising more events, which tackle gender issues, engaging decision makers in 
his projects. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: How many females is the organisational structure of The Broadcasters Organisation 
comprised of?    
A: The organisation has 25 members. The executive committee has 6 members, 4 females 
and 2 males, while the board has 8 members, 4 female and 4 male. 
Q: Have you ever had a workshop or training on the SADC Gender Protocol? 
A: It has been mentioned in trainings but as of yet a workshop dedicated to the Protocol has 
not yet been held. 
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CHAWAPIWA MAHLAYA 
 
Chawapiwa Mahlaya is a gender activist who is the Gender and Grants Coordinator for 
PC/Botswana and Through Our Eyes Female Batswana coordinator (TOE-FB).She is an advisor 
and mentor for Bound by Love (BBL) and Under 30 by Over 30 (30/30). Her wish is   to live 
in a Botswana where women are seen as first class citizens like their male counterparts. Ms 
Mahlaya runs awareness campaigns through her TOE-FB Facebook page and emailing list and 
hosts edu-training sessions with parents through guidance and counselling departments in 
junior schools. She helped to develop the Machaneng Community Coordinated Response to 
Gender Based Violence.  
 
At policy level, Ms. Mahlaya has been a member of gender technical working groups with the 
Gender Affairs Department. These include the plenary committee for 16 Days of Activism; the 
GBV referral system; guidelines for Legal Aid Botswana; National Policy on Gender and 
Development; as well as Vision 2036. Chawapiwa felt that her passion, patience, innovation 
and positivity are what make her a great leader. The Purple Ribbon that is the symbol for 
activism against gender-based violence was her brainchild and she has further contributed to 
gender equality by working on mainstreaming the curriculum for gender affairs, as part of the 
team that reviewed and updated the 2013 Botswana Gender Protocol Barometer. In 2017 she 
will focus on digitally documenting more stories of survivors; conducting interviews with locals 
on their perspectives about gender in the country; reaching a wider range of audience through 
Facebook and other media avenues. She also plans to take the Girl Rise movement to schools. 
Ms Mahlaya has organized Parent-Child communication workshops with about three schools 
in Gaborone and surrounding villages. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: What is the link between your presentation and the SADC Gender Protocol? 
Q: Who is your real target? 
A: My targets depend on which program is in question. For example, TOE-FB targets the 
public while the mentorship program targets young men and young women. 
Q: How do you sustain your projects beyond yourself? What legacy do you see yourself leaving 
behind?  
The participant ran out of time before she could respond to all of the judges’ questions 
 
 
OPELO NICHENGE 
 
Ms. Nichenge, the youngest and only female manager at Botswana Association for 
Psychosocial Rehabilitation (BAPR) in Lobatse, aims to be an impactful leader who makes a 
positive change in people’s lives. She preaches resilience, self-acceptance and self-love to the 
girl child to foster a spirit of self-reliance. She is committed to promoting gender equality by 
mentoring girls and assisting economic empowerment of women. She sits on the District 
Gender Committee, the District Child Protection Committee and the District Teen Club 
Committee, and is a custodian of the OVC Afterschool Program, which teaches children aged 
6-18 years life skills. She formed the economic empowerment Mothusi Support Group for 
women, has trained a total of 50 per educators on gender norms, alcohol and drug abuse, 
and has reached many with messages of gender equality via her seat on the Gender 
Committee.  
 
At policy level she has advocated for malnourished children to benefit from the Destitute 
Persons Program. She has also advocated for the issuance of birth certificates to children for  
who do not have them and for school dropouts to be re-integrated into school. She is focused, 
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passionate, goal-oriented, committed and inspiring and is able to delegate which shows faith 
in her team, and these attributes are what she feels make her a leader. In her contribution to 
gender equality she has trained service providers on gender norms, how they affect human 
interaction and interrupt power relations in families; and has also trained peer educators 
(students and out of school) on GBV, gender norms and gender equality. As a social worker, 
she provides assertiveness training to survivors of violence; mediates in family disputes to 
help strike a balance in family dynamics; conducts community outreaches where she and her 
team educate the community about gender equality; and she discusses issues of gender 
equality with children who come for the Afterschool care program. In the next year she plans 
to start a mentorship program for girls between the ages of 14 and 16. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: What do you know about the SADC Gender Protocol and have you tried to create awareness 
about it? 
A: It is a tool that was created to ensure that everyone regardless of gender has the same 
platform and equal opportunities. I usually make reference to it  during gender trainings and 
have taught my team about it. 
Q: Is the OVC program a shelter? 
A: It is not a shelter. The children come by after school for activities. We feed them lunch and 
after activities, they go home.  
Q: What is the link between the afterschool program and GBV? 
A: At the afterschool program children are taught about GBV, how to spot it and where to get 
help so that they are aware of it and know that help is available to them.  
 
OLGAH DITSIE 
 
Mrs. Ditsie, a councillor from Jwaneng and business woman, is driven by a wish to see women 
empowered socially and economically. She holds various roles in the Jwaneng Town Council. 
She is the chairperson of Education, Health and Social Services Committee and   chairperson 
of the Women and Aids Committee. She is also the vice chairperson of the Finance Committee; 
the Physical Planning Committee and the Performance Monitoring Committee. Mrs Ditsie is 
also a business mentor for Gender Based Violence survivors. During the 50 Minutes for 
Children UNICEF campaign Mrs. Ditsie bought Bots50 T-shirts for street children in Jwaneng 
and gave them a motivational talk. She also she bought lunch and hired a jumping castle for 
the children of Mpule Kwelagobe Orphanage in Jwaneng so they could celebrate Botswana’s 
50th Independence Day. Last Mother’s day she hosted a tea party for Botswana Police female 
Officers. At policy level she put forth two motions that were then adopted by the council during 
the Council Sitting of 23-24th May 2016.  
 
The first motion called for the change of the Penal Code, to raise sexual consent age from 
14years in boys and 16 years in girls to 18 years for both, to harmonize it with the Children's 
Act. The second motion was for the department of gender affairs to reconsider their policy on 
women’s grant so that all women would be allowed to apply for the grant as opposed to only 
those with a minimum monthly income of P500. Mrs. Ditsie credited her generosity, 
communication skills and commitment as qualities that make her an excellent leader and 
offered her political involvement and business mentorship as her contributions to the struggle 
for gender equality. She is working on ensuring that by April 2017 all 15 street kids currently 
in Jwaneng are found a better living situation and intends to register an NGO based in Jwaneng 
that will focus on women and children issues with emphasis on the financial empowerment of 
women in the near future. The Women and AIDS committee is also planning a workshop to 
educate women about their rights when it comes to sex and safe sex given that they live in a 
town that is  male-dominated. 
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Judges Questions and Comments  
Q: What is your main  focus as far as gender is concerned? Is it issues of GBV, women in 
political representation or economic? 
A: My focus is on economic empowerment crossing over to GBV. 
Q: How have you encouraged female political engagement? 
A: I have suggested female candidates for special election positions. 
 
 
RORISANG MOGOJWE 
 
Ms. Mogojwe is a news reader and reporter at Yarona FM; features writer and columnist; 
online blogger and communications consultant. She is passionate about being the voice of the 
voiceless and empowering women and youth. She is founder of the Diamond Divas 
organisation (endorsed by Hon Botlogile and Vice President Mokgweetsi Masisi) that motivates 
and empowers youth, provides mentorship and a chance for self-development for young 
minds. She is also the vice president of the Botswana chapter of Phenomenal African Woman 
that aims to inspire, celebrate and empower women in business, academia, government and 
other sectors. She has been on the list of Botswana’s top young influencers compiled by Global 
Shapers Gaborone, has been recognized for her mentorship services by YALI and is a Media, 
Women and Youth Empowerment expert on Phenomenal African Woman International.  Her 
leadership qualities include communication, confidence, commitment, creativity, a positive 
attitude and a capability to empower and inspire others. In future she has plans to go into 
media entrepreneurship and to continue growing Diamond Divas and being a motivational 
speaker. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Have you used your media platform to advocate for women in politics? 
A: Yes, I have .I deliberately write women empowerment columns and discuss the need for 
more female voices in parliament in decision-making roles. 
Q: Would you consider yourself a gender activist or a youth activist? 
A: I am both. I do not separate youth and gender as youth is also inclusive of young females. 
Q: Does your work have anything to do with climate change and HIV/AIDS? 
A: HIV/AIDS is discussed bimonthly in Diamond Divas meetings. As a human rights journalist, 
anywhere that climate change and HIV/AIDS interlink with the trampling of human rights I 
would definitely address them. 
 

EMERGING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
 
CHAIR: Hon. Cllr B.Mosalagae 
RAPPOTEUR: Mr. Kabelo Mpugwa 
JUDGES 
Mr. Bakani Bakani 
Ms. Anna Sebopelo 
Mr. Desmond Lunga 
TIME ALLOCATION: 12 minutes for presentations and 8 minutes for questions and 
comments 
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TUELO KEIKEDITSE (HAIR SALON) 
 
Ms Tuelo Keikeditse a self-taught hairdresser from Goodhope realised the income potential in 
the hair business and started a business from her homestead before being mentored by 
Gender Links and taking an official route to running her business. The business is now fully 
fledged, providing trendy hairdos at lowered prices, boasting and accessible location for the 
locals and customers from surrounding areas. Ms Lebekwe mentions her great customer 
service skills as well as social media advertising to be keeping her above her competitors. The 
business currently hires help only on peak seasons to keep up with the demand. 
Budgeting and Pricing 
In the past 3 months, Miss Keikeditse made an income of P1150 from plaiting alone while 
incurring expenses of P400 from materials and utilities. She estimates the next 6 months to 
amass income amounting to P6960 from plaiting as well as new products and services whilst 
the expenses amount to P1280. Currently Miss Keikeditse has P350 from the business stored 
in her savings account 
 
New Products and Services 
Ms Lebekwe wishes to expand her business into the realm on manicures and hair extensions 
as well as diversifying it by selling scarce products such as electricity recharge cards. 
 
Judges Questions and comments 
Q: Is there a noticeable growth in the customer base? 
A: Yes, the word has spread a lot since the commencement of the business in 2012 but people 
are still reluctant to pay the prices I set. 
Q: Do you have any savings from the business? 
A: Not currently, as being the sole breadwinner in the family I have to utilise the business 
funds to fend for the family. 
 
GAKEMOTHO BASIMOLODI (SEWING) 
 
Ms Gakemotho Basimolodi a Gender Links mentorship beneficiary from Serowe village 
conducted a survey around her settlement and made a discovery that there is a need for 
hand-sewn garments, which led to the birth of her business in 2013. Ms Basimolodi makes all 
types of garments such as uniforms for her clientele of school kids, church members as well 
as wedding attire per request. Ms Basimolodi topples her competition with her exceptional 
customer service, which ensures customer retention, quality products and her unparalleled 
embroidery skills. The business hires on peak seasons to meet demand from its diverse 
clientele and keeps orderly records of transactions and orders. Ms Basimolodi also has an 
Orange Money account to store her savings since the charges are cheaper and the withdrawals 
are convenient. 
 
Budgeting and Pricing 
In the past 3 months the business has made an income of P14320 from sales alone whilst the 
costs came up to P4180 from purchasing materials. Miss Basimolodi estimates her income is 
the next 6 months to be P55000 since it’s a wedding season and school season whilst her 
costs will be P10500 from purchasing more materials and utilities. 
 
New Products and Services 
Ms Basimolodi wishes to delve into producing bedding since a substantial demand for it has 
been recorded. 
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Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Has your customer base increased? 
A: Yes, it has increased substantially and most are the customers I have retained over the 
years, which helps me, a lot since they showcase my business to the rest by word of mouth. 
Q: Can you tell us about your marketing strategy? 
A: I am basically a hawker, going around the village with my product but I am working on 
making the production of school uniform contractual. 
 
SHALLY GONTHO (SALON) 
 
Ms Shally Gontho from Lobatse is the sole proprietor of a conveniently located and accessible 
salon. She owes her success to her eye for trends as they are seasonal and require keeping 
up with; such as the recent BOT50 celebration, which had an influx of customers requiring 
plaits in flag colours which she obliged to and moreover did an outstanding job. Ms Gontho 
goes over and above to make business cards, engage on social media marketing and offers 
her customers advice on hair, which has seen the growth of her business by word of mouth 
from delighted customers. The business keeps records of stock and materials as well as 
transactions and derives its prices from the labour and materials used on the customer. 
 
Budgeting and Pricing 
In the past 3 months Miss Gontho’s salon made P2305 as income from haircuts and plaiting 
whilst costs incurred equalled P700 from utilities, communication and transport. Projected 
income for the next 6 months is expected to be P42030 from hair extensions, weaves, haircuts 
as well as plaiting whilst expenses are expected to reach P21180 from salaries, transportation 
as well as utilities. 
 
New Products and Service 
Ms Gontho wants to expand her operations into a boutique and by introducing new products 
such as a manicures and pedicures to complete the experience of a salon parlour. 
Additional Information 
Ms Shally Gontho advices fellow women to take advantage of government programs aimed at 
assisting citizens. 
Judges Questions and Comments 
C: Ms Shally Gontho was advised by judge Bakani Bakani to improve her records to include 
every single expense especially that of materials and products to avoid phantom profits. 
 
LESEGO MONTSHOSI (BEADWORK) 
 
Ms Lesego Montshosi from Gantsi inspired by the need to keep the environment clean hence 
started her company in 2010 making beads and accessories from paper. This art form was 
taught to her by one white woman in an effort to alleviate Ms Montshosi and her family from 
adverse poverty. Now the sole operator of her business she recycles materials to produce 
accessories for her vast clientele of both locals and tourists. She distributes her products 
through hawking and door to door sales but receives fierce competition from large 
corporations which have access to larger quantities and better quality of materials. This does 
not faze Ms Montshosi since she’s the only producer who makes use of unconventional 
material like paper and also gives exceptional customer service, attracting new customers as 
well as retaining the old. The business currently makes use of Ms Montshosi’s personal bank 
account. 
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Budgeting and Pricing 
Miss Montshosi’s beadwork business has amassed a total of P4965 from sales in the past 3 
months; with expenses of P500 from materials. In the next 6 months the estimated income 
from increased sales is expected to be P9525 whilst the expected expenses are P623 from 
materials. 
 
New Products and Services 
Ms Montshosi wishes to expand into producing glass strands, key holders and bookmarks as 
well as showcase her products at fashion shows. 
 
Additional Information 
Ms Montshosi wishes to take the business to greater heights, expanding her production and 
sales by securing facilities. She also will choose youth to tutor then hire as help as well as 
delve more into technology based marketing. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: Do you see growth in the business? 
A: I do see growth though it’s inconsistent due to the seasonal nature of my clientele. 
C: Ms Montshosi was advised to keep detailed and thorough records for the purpose of funding 
if she ever has the need for government resources. 
 
SIPHIWE MUSHABI (BEADWORK AND ACCESSORIES) 
 
Ms Siphiwe Mushabi has a skill for working beads into fashionable head, hand and wrist 
accessories. With no hired help, Ms Mushabi seeks assistance from her kids pro bono whilst 
imparting her skills to them. Driven by passion, she uses the hawking system and door to door 
method to avail her products to her diverse clientele of tourists, civil servants as well as the 
locals. On irregular basis, Ms Mushabi receives tenders to conduct beadwork tutoring for 
children. The business faces stiff competition from larger stores hence the need for Ms 
Mushabi to lower her prices to compete. 
 
Budgeting and Pricing 
Miss Mushabi currently has P11000 from her beadwork business stored away in a FNBB 
savings account. In the past 3 months, the business made an income of P13700 from sales 
as well as tutoring whilst costs were calculated at P3005 from buying material, transportation 
and salaries. In the next 6 months Miss Mushabi expects an income of P6480 since her tutelage 
business won’t be available hence the significant decline whilst costs are expected to reach 
P1995 from materials and transportation. 
 
New Products and Services 
Ms Mushabi wishes to expand operations of the business into embellishing shoes, wallets, 
bags and other products with her beadwork. 
 
Additional Information 
Ms Siphiwe Mushabi appreciates Gender Links for the mentorship they afforded her as well as 
other opportunities. 
 
Judges Questions and Comments 
Q: What do you do to enhance your tutelage business since it seems to bring in a lot of 
money? 
A: I am currently working on obtaining a certificate to officiate the teaching business. 
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JUDITH KELEBANG (FORESTRY) 
 
Ms Judith Kelebang is a resident of Maun who in identifying a gap in the forestry market 
started her forestry business in October 2014, producing varying trees and flowers. Having 
received mentorship from Gender Links Ms Kelebang now services a diverse clientele of 
schools, non-governmental organisations, government institutions as well as the locals. Amidst 
the stiff competition, she receives from larger institutions she manages to stay above it by 
selling distinct products that the competition does not provide. Ms Kelebang hired help to 
assist her twice a week in taking care of the plants and makes the effort to record her 
transactions on a cashbook.  
 
Budgeting and Pricing 
Miss Kelebang currently has P5500 saved from the business. In the past 3 months, the 
business has amassed income of P23650 from sales of plants and flower pots whilst incurring 
costs of P18100 from utilities, manure and plants purchased for resale. For the next 6 months 
Miss Kelebang hopes to make P39350 from increased sales and has also estimated her costs 
to be P27240 as a result of increase in product. 
 
Additional Information 
Ms Kelebang wishes to expand her business to be able to create employment opportunities 
and make use of modern technology to market her products. 
 

EVENING CEREMONY AWARDS and RECOGNITION CEREMONY 

 
The evening award ceremony began at 6:30 pm and was 
characterised by a few speeches and then awards were 
handed out. The proceedings the ceremony were 
conducted by Ms Gomolemo Rasesigo (Gender Links 
Country Manager)  
 
GUESTS SPEAKERS 

 Hon Botlogile Tshireletso (Assistant Minister of  Local 
Government) 

 Magdeline Madibela (Resident Representative of UN 
Women in Botswana) 

 Thato Simon (Emerging Entrepreneur, Butchery 
business) 

 Mrs Ntombi Setshwaelo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Launch of the 2015 GMPS& 2016 I 

stories_Assistant Minister 

Tshireletso_LM_221116 
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WINNERS AND THEIR CATEGORIES 
Annex A:  Botswana National Summit Participants 

 

List of Winners and Runner ups 

1 

Local Government COE – Urban overall best 
performance. Runner up 

Gaborone City Council  

Local Government COE – Urban overall best 
performance. Winner 

Lobatse Town Council  

2 

Local Government COE – Rural overall best 
performance. Runner up 

Moshupa Sub District Council  

Local Government COE – Rural overall best 
performance. Winner 

Chobe District Council  

3 

Local Government COE – 2016 councils overall best 
performance. Runner Up 

Moshupa Sub District Council  

Local Government COE – 2016 councils overall best 
performance. Winner 

Gaborone City Council 

4 

Local government resourcefulness urban best 
performance 

Lobatse Town Council  

Local government resourcefulness rural best 
performance 

North East District Council 

5 

Project Best Practice Award – Economic Justice, 
including education, training, economic development. 
Runner up 

Nil  

Project Best Practice Award – Economic Justice, 
including education, training, economic development. 
Winner 

Kachikau Special Unit  

6 

Project Best Practice Award- Gender Based Violence 
category Runner up 

Lobatse Police 

Project Best Practice Award- Gender Based Violence 
category Winner 

Mosadi Thari Support Group 

7 

Emerging Entrepreneur best performance - Runner 
up  

Thato Simon  

Emerging Entrepreneur best performance – Winner Olebogile Osetse  

8 

Gender Drivers of Change - Leadership Runner Up Layani Elias  

Gender Drivers of Change - Leadership Winner 
Malebogo Kruger and Susan 
Pulane Molotsi  

 

 
Summit outcomes 
 
The major outcomes of this year’s summit can be summarised as follows: 
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 Participants valued the summit and want it to be held bye annually       
 The summit is viewed as a place to learn and for partnership strengthening 
 The summit was well publicised and this attracted new partnerships 
 Publications were displayed and distributed  
 The  COE bilateral meetings has been strengthened through the summit 
 Knowledge sharing amongst participants resulting in sustainability 

 Political will by ministries, councils was high, media houses and alliance partners to be 
part of the next summit or to share best practices  

 Media coverage and partnerships worked very well  
 Recognition by donors, government and other NGOs was overwhelming  
 Peer learning amongst participants was achievable as councils learnt from NGOs 

 A need for capacity building for judges to enhance their citations  
 Knowledge has been gained on the SADC protocol and the run up to 2015 agenda 
 Signed MOUs with key partners to pave way for new ways of working together.  
 Launching of the 2016 regional barometer, 2016 I stories and 2015 GMPS 
 
Lessons learned 
 

 Plan   together as Gender Link s  and Partners      
 Preparation for the summit must start as early  
 Simplify  application forms  
 From partnership input and planning processes 
 If councils   are informed in time there is a possibility for them fundraise for the event  
 
 
Next Steps 
 

 Plan to have District summits in 2017 as they encourage councils to participate 
 To cascade Entrepreneurship training to 5 new councils 
 Continue urging Signing of MOUs with individual councils 
 COE back  stopping workshops 
 Alliance partnership meetings 
 Media training  
 Women in Politics and civic education training                

 Fundraising  
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FORM 1 – DAILY REGISTRATION 

BOTSWANA NATIONAL SUMMIT 2016: TLOTLO CONFERENCE HOTEL  

Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Tshupontle 
Kgetsi 

F Mabutsane Sub Council Councillor tshupokgetsi@gmail.com  75965295  

Fetus G. Diane M Tonota Sub  Principal Acc. 
Officer 

fdiane@gov.bw 74066217 

Onkemetse 
Kwelagobe 

F Lobatse Police  GFP prudieluv@yahoo.com  73870431 
5315084  

Malebogo 
Phuthego 

F Palapye Admin 
Authority 

Councillor shaggyphuthego@gmail.com  71887701 
74619425 

Dichaba K. 
Thupe 

M Ghanzi District Council Councillor DNthupe@gmail.com  71846942 
73747957 

Valencia 
Mogegeh 

F Gender Perspectives MD dibamogegeh@yahoo.co.uk  72892170 
72293035 

Tiroyaone 
Rampe 

M Kanye Admin Authority GFP tiroyaonerampe@gmail.com  74672639 
73727908 

Mmapula G. 
Motlhankanyane 

F Tribal Gender   72384964 
533215 

Lorato Odirile 
Mmipi 

F Goodhope Sub-District 
Council 

GFP odirilelorato@gmail.com  74173407 
5410793 

Gaopotake 
Kemmonye 

M Kanye Admin Authority Council Clerk gaopotake@gmail.com  77101523 
73572314 

Merapelo 
Kesegofetse 

F Gaborone City Council GFP mkesegofetse@gmail.com  71354399 
3902038 

mailto:tshupokgetsi@gmail.com
mailto:fdiane@gov.bw
mailto:prudieluv@yahoo.com
mailto:shaggyphuthego@gmail.com
mailto:DNthupe@gmail.com
mailto:dibamogegeh@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:tiroyaonerampe@gmail.com
mailto:odirilelorato@gmail.com
mailto:gaopotake@gmail.com
mailto:mkesegofetse@gmail.com
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Onalethata 
Mothanka 

M BTV Reporter omothanka@yahoo.com 73753186 

Dithunya Mphai F Ema Girls Treasure dithunya@yahoo.com  75469608 

Thapelo 
Phuthego 

F MNIG - Gender  Director thphuthego@gov.bw  3973103 

Pretty Nkomba-
Ntsosa 

F Mosadi Thari Founder prettynkomba@gmail.com  71699605 
3957686 

Lucy Spicksa F Sowa Town Council Parks & 
Recreation 
Officer 

spicksa@gmail.com  71297279 
6213444 

Gofentseone 
Rakala 

M Moshupa Sub-District Councilor rakalag@yahoo.com  73334765 

Baboni 
Mosalakagae 

F City of Francistown Councilor mosalagaeb@gmail.com  71610442 

Mareledi Bantsi F Tonota Sub Councilor  marebantsi23@gmail.com  77040249 

Anna T. 
Sebopelo 

F Just Women Member tjethunji@gmail.com  71823732 

Judith 
Kelebang 

F Maun Entrepreneur  74511251 

O. M. 
Tsimanyane 

M BALA Program Officer mtsimanyane@bala.org.bw  3712063 

Ivy Marumo F Charles Hill Council Member  74088625 
6592242 

  

mailto:omothanka@yahoo.com
mailto:dithunya@yahoo.com
mailto:thphuthego@gov.bw
mailto:prettynkomba@gmail.com
mailto:spicksa@gmail.com
mailto:rakalag@yahoo.com
mailto:mosalagaeb@gmail.com
mailto:marebantsi23@gmail.com
mailto:tjethunji@gmail.com
mailto:mtsimanyane@bala.org.bw
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Shadreck 
Modisane 

M Charles Hill Council Councilor  73889555 

Faith H. 
Tshekiso 

F Chobe District Council Member fhtshekiso@gmail.com  76952225 

Tinny K. 
Dinoko 

F Lobatse Town Council Councilor Jdinoko@gmail.com 71265292 

Constance G. 
Molefi 

F South-East District 
Council 

Councilor  conniemolefi@gmail.com 75004538 

Sunah Dikgola F South-East District 
Council  

Councilor  73048748 
71546141 

Dineo P. 
Ndlovu 

F Lobatse Town Council  dpoageng@gov.bw  5305850  

Metlhayotlhe S. 
Tlhako 

F Chobe District Council Member tlhakosm@gmail.com  74599878 

Maipelo Tabona F Maun Admin Authority GFP mtabona@gov.bw  74467003 

Grace Moleta F Maun Admin Authority Councilor moletagrace@gmail.com  76981928 

Luke 
Motlaleselelo 

M Maun Admin Authority Councilor mlouisluke@icloud.com  76238581 

Changu Siwawa F IWG Resource 
Mobilization 

changusiwawa@iwg-gti.org  73975461 

Tshepang K. 
Senwelo 

F  Okavango Sub-District GFP tsenwelo@gov.bw  71548527 

Moses Keetile M UNFPA Program Specialist keetile@unfpa.org  75759408 

Sweetie 
Anderson  

F Tribal Senior Clerk 
Assistant 

andersonsweetie@gmail.com 77018672 

Tshepiso J. 
Bareng 

F Kanye Gender Links   72971241 
73901866 

  

mailto:fhtshekiso@gmail.com
mailto:conniemolefi@gmail.com
mailto:dpoageng@gov.bw
mailto:tlhakosm@gmail.com
mailto:mtabona@gov.bw
mailto:moletagrace@gmail.com
mailto:mlouisluke@icloud.com
mailto:changusiwawa@iwg-gti.org
mailto:tsenwelo@gov.bw
mailto:keetile@unfpa.org
mailto:andersonsweetie@gmail.com
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Georginah S. 
Koboto 

F  Duma FM Marketing 
Manager 

geekoboto@gmail.com  71751359 
3500130 

Boitshoko 
Nyatshane 

F EU Programmes boitshoko.nyatshane@europa.eu  3610037 

Kgomotso 
Kgwagaripane 

F RB 1 Broadcasting 
Officer  

rbnews@gov.bw  3653101 

Oranotse Mpai F The Voice Photographer oranotsem@thevoicebw.com  74862115 

Onkarabile 
Malongwa 

M The Voice Assistant onkarabilem@thevoicebw.com  72375813 

Koolatile R. 
Oteng 

M Gaborone City Council GCC kroteng@gov.bw  73893178 
71893178 

Moitshephi 
Dibotlhale  

F Moshupa Sub GFP mdibotlhale@gmail.com  74601832 
5447030 

Bokani King F Echo SMM kingb@echo.co.bw  72404239 

A.M Ncaagae F CWF   71311615 

Lesego G. 
Montsosi 

F Ghantsi Entrepreneur lesegomontshosi@yahoo.com 76428102 

Gofaone 
Ntwaetsile 

F Ghantsi Entrepreneur   73957536 

Kelly Kasile F Gender Links Repertoire  
 

Kellykasale@gmail.com  71221318 

HC Ramorogo F MWICA CPRO hramorogo@gov.bw  71318693 

Tapologo R. 
Motlhala  

F SEDC Rep Champion tapmotlhala@gmail.com  72622025 
5381256 

Shally B. 
Gontho  

F Lobatse Entrepreneur  77129297 

  

mailto:geekoboto@gmail.com
mailto:boitshoko.nyatshane@europa.eu
mailto:rbnews@gov.bw
mailto:oranotsem@thevoicebw.com
mailto:onkarabilem@thevoicebw.com
mailto:kroteng@gov.bw
mailto:mdibotlhale@gmail.com
mailto:kingb@echo.co.bw
mailto:lesegomontshosi@yahoo.com
mailto:Kellykasale@gmail.com
mailto:hramorogo@gov.bw
mailto:tapmotlhala@gmail.com
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Neo Ngakane F Lobatse  Entrepreneur  74056608 

Gontle Motang F  Entrepreneur  gontlemotang@gmail.com 71700327 

Motlalepula 
Ramadi 

F Sowa Town Council Economic Planner 
1 

mramadi@gov.bw 6213440 
72731422 

Raleseilane 
Moroke 

M Moshupa Sub District  Chief Technical 
Assistant 

sailskhau@yahoo.com 71683275 
77019968 

Keabonye 
Ntsabane 

F Keabonye Trust Consultant kntsabane@yahoo.com  71749644 

Wame Lewanila F City of Francistown Chief Technical 
Assistant 

wame.lewanila@yahoo.com  71796571 

Salona Namane F Tonota Sub Social Worker snamane@gov.bw 77049432 
71739474 

Keemenao 
Tlhalerwa 

F Tonota Sub Senior Edu. 
Secretary 

 71596799 

Lorato Enosa F Lobatse Town Council Bye-Law Officer lenosa@gov.bw 74799875 

Pamela Dube-
Kelepang 

F Mmegi Chief slub pam@mmegi.bw 77132086 

Afitile 
Lebakeng 

F Maun  Entrepreneur  71792251 

Tshegofatso 
Grace Diphone 

F Ghanzi East Sub-
District 

GFP tshegofatsodiphone@yahoo.com 73768055 

Moitshepi 
Gaolatlhe 

F Ghanzi District Council  Public Relations gmoitshepi@gmail.com 72768234 

  

mailto:gontlemotang@gmail.com
mailto:mramadi@gov.bw
mailto:sailskhau@yahoo.com
mailto:kntsabane@yahoo.com
mailto:wame.lewanila@yahoo.com
mailto:snamane@gov.bw
mailto:lenosa@gov.bw
mailto:pam@mmegi.bw
mailto:tshegofatsodiphone@yahoo.com
mailto:gmoitshepi@gmail.com
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Tshiamo P. 
Ramahosi 

M Charles Hill Sub 
District Council 

Public Relations tpramahosi@gmail.com  76070564 
 

Mathodi 
Modisapudi  

F NEDC Councilor  77010600 

Rosinah Maoba F NEDC Public Service rmaoba@gmail.com 71552945 
2470411 

Thandiwe 
Majama 

F  Repertoire  
 

majamatp@gmail.com 75340108 

Nompumelelo 
Sepopa  

F  Repertoire  
 

njtsepopa@gmail.com 74444683 

Malebogo 
Modise 

F Moshupa Sub   malebogomodise01@gmail.com 71366956 

Lemogang K. 
Ketshabile 

F Moshupa Sub  lemogangketshabile@yahoo.com 72408902 

Gerald 
Mahumba 

M Francistown City 
Council 

SCDD gmahumba@gmail.com 71757579 

Mmachakga 
Mpho 
Moruakgomo 

M BALA President president@bala.org.bw 71320661 

Tumisang 
Mothei 

M Duma FM Presenter motheith@gmail.com  74086206 

J. Kgalajwe M BALA Projects jameskgalajwe@gmail.com 71313440 

Neo Ooke F Tonota Sub Physical Planner nooke@gmail.gov.bw  76197644 

Ntebalang 
Moradu 

F  Tonota Sub Senior Admin 
Officer 

nmoradu@gov.bw  71898995 

Tuduetso 
Merapelo 
Chepete 

F Lobatse Town Council Secretary mtchepete@gov.bw  73826587 
71236587 

mailto:tpramahosi@gmail.com
mailto:rmaoba@gmail.com
mailto:majamatp@gmail.com
mailto:njtsepopa@gmail.com
mailto:malebogomodise01@gmail.com
mailto:lemogangketshabile@yahoo.com
mailto:gmahumba@gmail.com
mailto:president@bala.org.bw
mailto:motheith@gmail.com
mailto:jameskgalajwe@gmail.com
mailto:nooke@gmail.gov.bw
mailto:nmoradu@gov.bw
mailto:mtchepete@gov.bw
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Olebogile 
Osetse 

F Serowe Entrepreneur   71440100 

Gakemotho 
Basimolodi 

F Serowe Entrepreneur  71776507 

Kebadirang L. 
Lebogang 

F Serowe Admin 
Authority 

IT lekgoaleo@gmail.com 
klekgoane@gov.bw  

73260634 
4631138 

Susan P. 
Molotsi 

F Serowe Admin 
Authority 

DES/GFP ssekgwa@gmail.com  4631138 
73579270 

Kesegofetse 
Keitumetse 

F Kasane Police GFP kessyketto@gmail.com  73937860 
6250335 

Reginah 
Mojaphoko 

F Chobe District Council GFP rlmojaks@yahoo.com  71492393 
6250275 

Sense Mokoti F Lemogae Director  71617424 

Mmapula 
Molapong 

F Gabz FM Journalist mapsyla@gmail.com 75044680 

Sarah Mokgosi F North West DC (Maun 
Admin Authority) 

Gender Champion srmokgosi@gov.bw  71976332 

Koketso 
Mokalake 

M Duma FM Senior Reporter koketso.mokalake14@gmail.com  74428148 

Kabelo Mpugwa M Gender Links Repertoire  mpugwak@yahoo.com  74198052 

Thatatsotlhe 
Nwokoro 

F Botswana Police Social worker tnwokoro@gmail.com  73110373 

Keneilwe 
Lephoi 

F eBotswana Journalist keneilwel@ebotswana.co.bw  3957654 

Bokamoso 
Xavier 

F eBotswana Journalist  72740504 

Snowball D. 
Office 

F Lobatse Town Council GFP soffice@gov.bw  
snowledee@gmail.com  

71307044 

mailto:lekgoaleo@gmail.com
mailto:klekgoane@gov.bw
mailto:ssekgwa@gmail.com
mailto:kessyketto@gmail.com
mailto:rlmojaks@yahoo.com
mailto:mapsyla@gmail.com
mailto:srmokgosi@gov.bw
mailto:koketso.mokalake14@gmail.com
mailto:mpugwak@yahoo.com
mailto:tnwokoro@gmail.com
mailto:keneilwel@ebotswana.co.bw
mailto:soffice@gov.bw
mailto:snowledee@gmail.com
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Wame S. 
Mmolawa 

F Lobatse Town Council Departmental GFP wamemmolawa@gmail.com  73321737 
5305957 

Segametsi 
Kebonang  

F Lobatse Town Council Dept. GFP skebonang@gov.bw  73590563 
5305800 

Thato Simon F Mochudi Entrepreneur 
(Imone Holdings) 

 77626889 

Mable Lebekwe F Mochudi Entrepreneur 
(Dintle Products 
Backyard Nursery) 

mdlebekwe@gmail.com  71607188 
72266091 

Dineo Ngakane F Lobatse Town Council Gender member dineongakane@gov.bw  73624170 

Tuelo 
Keikeditse 

F Goodhope Entrepreneur  77056565 
76398050 

Richard Mokoti M Lobatse Town Council GFP  75457659 

Layani Elias M Educational 
Broadcasting 

Broadcasting 
Officer 

e.layani@yahoo.com  72205655 
3653220 

Oliver Richards M British High 
Commission 

Deputy H.C olivier.richards@fco.gov.uk   

Thabang 
Matlale 

M Yarona FM Journalist otmatlale@gmail.com 72579449 

Keitebe 
Kgosikebatho 

F The Patriot Journalist keitebe@thepatriot.co.bw  3187951 
72726952 

Oesi Thothe F MFDP Economist othotheo@gov.bw  3950176 

McDonald 
Lashani 

M MNIG Private Secretary mlashani@gov.bw 72894139 

Onneile 
Setlalekgosi 

F The Voice Journalist onneiles@thevoicebw.com  74154610 

  

mailto:wamemmolawa@gmail.com
mailto:skebonang@gov.bw
mailto:mdlebekwe@gmail.com
mailto:dineongakane@gov.bw
mailto:e.layani@yahoo.com
mailto:olivier.richards@fco.gov.uk
mailto:otmatlale@gmail.com
mailto:keitebe@thepatriot.co.bw
mailto:othotheo@gov.bw
mailto:mlashani@gov.bw
mailto:onneiles@thevoicebw.com
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Caroline Ngisi F Ema Girls Chairperson emagirlsmovement@gmail.com 
carolseangi@yahoo.com  

72207847 

A. Ikitseng M MNIG Intern aikitseng@gov.bw 71425112 

D. Meswele F NGO Council Coordinator dmeswele@gov.bw 3925664 

G. Tlalanyane F SEDC GFP galtlalanyane@yahoo.com 71293950 

Beata Kasale F The Voice Publisher beatak@thevoicebw.com  3960079 

Bookie 
Kethusegile 

F NGO Council Chairperson monicakethusegile@gmail.com  72140104 

Constance 
Kubuetsile 

F Mosadi-Khumo 
SOGO-Economic 
Empowerment 
Forum for Women 

CEO conniekubuetsile@gmail.com  75653428 
3937791 

Angela Nzimande-
Mokgadi 

F Mosadi-Khumo 
SOGO-Economic 
Empowerment 
Forum for Women 

External 
Relations 

asjmokgadi@yahoo.com 74660981 

Ntheetsang 
Makoko  

M Lobatse Town 
Council 

 ntmafoko@gov.bw 74317801 

Lesego Makuni M Lobatse Town 
Council 

 lmakuni@gov.bw  5305946 

Seamogano 
Mosanako 

F University of 
Botswana 

Lecturer mosanakos@mopipi.ub.bw  72152201 

Siphiwe Mushabi F Jwaneng Entrepreneur  75192896 

Tlhopho 
Ntwayapelo 

F Tsabong Sub-District Social worker tlhophi@yahoo.com  74341965 
6511720 

  

mailto:emagirlsmovement@gmail.com
mailto:carolseangi@yahoo.com
mailto:aikitseng@gov.bw
mailto:dmeswele@gov.bw
mailto:galtlalanyane@yahoo.com
mailto:beatak@thevoicebw.com
mailto:monicakethusegile@gmail.com
mailto:conniekubuetsile@gmail.com
mailto:asjmokgadi@yahoo.com
mailto:ntmafoko@gov.bw
mailto:lmakuni@gov.bw
mailto:mosanakos@mopipi.ub.bw
mailto:tlhophi@yahoo.com
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Sekobaneng 
Mosweu 

F Sowa Town Council Councilor  76117815 

Omphemetse 
Oneile 

M Men & Boys for 
Gender Equality 

Councilor omphemetse.oneile@gmail.com   3957763 
74577429 

Thatayotlhe Phiri  F Mabutsane Sub S.W.O.I thatayotlhephiri@yahoo.com 73703062 

Sylvia G. Monthe F Jwaneng Entrepreneur  71363360  

Kaone Caroline 
Moala 

F The Broadcasters 
Organization 

Assistant Project 
Director 

kcmoala@live.com  77022661 

Lucky Leepo M The Broadcasters 
Organization 

Acting General 
Manager 

maslilaamantle@gmail.com  74476478 

Amantle E. 
Masalila 

F The Broadcasters 
Organization 

Head of Print thtmorapedi@gmail.com 72126437 

Opelo Nichenge F BAPR Social worker onichenge@gmail.com 75440256 
5300437 

Earl Miller M US Embassy Ambassador   

Hon Edwin 
Batshu 

M MNIG Minister   

Chigedze 
Chinyepi 

F Alliance Botswana Rep chigsvee3@gmail.com 72269357 

Ludo 
Matshameko 

F BALA Executive 
Secretary 

kmatshameko@bala.org.bw 76697497 

Steve Pheko M BALA Finance Manager smpheko@bala.org.bw   

Felicia F BALA    

Levi Mbereko M   levimbereko@gmail.com  72919345 

Mompati 
Masunga 

M BALA Project Officer mmasunga@bala.org.bw  76697499 

  

mailto:omphemetse.oneile@gmail.com
mailto:thatayotlhephiri@yahoo.com
mailto:kcmoala@live.com
mailto:maslilaamantle@gmail.com
mailto:thtmorapedi@gmail.com
mailto:onichenge@gmail.com
mailto:chigsvee3@gmail.com
mailto:kmatshameko@bala.org.bw
mailto:smpheko@bala.org.bw
mailto:levimbereko@gmail.com
mailto:mmasunga@bala.org.bw
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Name and 
Surname 

Sex Organization Position Email address Cellphone/Land 
line 

Desmond Lunga M Men & Boys for 
Gender Equality 

Director desmondlunga@gmail.com  75306777 

Chawapiwa 
Mahlaya 

F     

Rorisang 
Mogojwe 

F Yarona FM Presenter   

Bakani Bakani      

Gomolemo 
Rasesigo 

F Gender Links Country Manager botsmanager@genderlinks.org.za  3188250 
 

Keletso Metsing F Gender Links Finance Officer botsfinance@genderlinks.org.za  3188250 
 

Lorato Masedi F Gender Links Intern botsintern@genderlinks.org.za  3188250 
 

mailto:desmondlunga@gmail.com
mailto:botsmanager@genderlinks.org.za
mailto:botsfinance@genderlinks.org.za
mailto:botsintern@genderlinks.org.za
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